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When it then comes to rural area«, to the world of village» and 
«»all agricultural settlements, the full handicraft manufacture 
will in most caaes be quite appropriate. Same must, however, be 
energically promoted and rationalized. 

II. RAW MATERIALS 

Clay is one of the greatest resources of man. There are million« 
of ton« of it practically everywhere. Left in the gound it doe« 
not look like much, nor is it good for much except stick to your 
boot« on a rainy day when you happen to walk over it. But exploit 
the right way and convert it into building material and it will 
give work to thousands and provide livable shelters for million«. 
And properly ueed it may even produce object« of beauty and of 
aesthetic enjoyment. 

But what is this material which we call clay in English, "argille- 
in French, "Ton" in German« "Arcilla" in Spanish. Por us in the 
structural clay products industry it is any fine grained material 
possessing that peculiar property which enables it to be shaped 
by mean« of conventional method«. Thi« statement is not, of 
course, «trictly true as we know many non-plastic material« which 
are clay« without any shade of doubt. 

In one sense what people call clay may be characterised by its 
particle *ise. Same is difficult to assess in the case ©f some 
consolidated ¡naterials as shales, which do not desintégrate or 
"slake" in water. I*t concern us first with clays that readilly 
desintégrate in water and whose particle site may be determined 
by a more or less simplified procedure. Clay as it i« found in the 
nature, may contain a whole range of particle sises from «ay, a 
fiat sise to a fraction of a micron. The nomenculatur which we 
apply to these sizes depend somewhat on the discipline of the 
»en who interpret the particle sise analysis. in geology the 
classification of plastic sediment« of Wentworth (Jour. Oeol. 
&, 377«3«2,/1922/) is u«ually followed, in which clay properly 
speaking i« defined a« anything with a particle sise under 4 
nier OB«. In the «oil science«, on the other hand, the tendency 
ha« been to reduca thi« «is« limit to 2 microns. Above this, a 
range of sise« exist, which are classified into several groups 
with definite sise limits. They range from 1.27 to 12.7 M for 
what is called gravel, from 0.107 to 1.27 m» for so-called 
sand, from 0.063 to 0.107 for fine sand and finally fro« 0.01 
to 0.063 mm, called «ilt. We »ay, however, ju«t a« well forget 
about the name of these fraction«, a« they are entirely artifi- 
cial with little relation to the clay1« mineralogy. 

«•s. 
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Por practical purposes the clays'  particle sizes are best divided 
into sievable and subsieve fractions. The approximate useful 
limit for  sieving is  said to be 45 microns which corresponds more 
or less to the opening of the 325 mesh Tyler  or U.S.S.  sieves. 
Por practical purposes, however,  the finest sievable particle 
sise is the one retained        of standard sieves, the openings of 
which range from 0.O6O to 0.066 urn. This would be the following 
sieves: 

9tmkïï% Mesh number Authority 

0.063 mm 2O0 JL «H «Ml • 

0.066 mm 240 B • B . X • 

0.061 mm 250 Tyler 
0.062 ram 230 U.S.S. 
0.060 mm 100 DIM 

0.063 am AFNOR 

the subsieve fractions,  normally determined by any of the sedi- 
mentation methods based on Stoke»s law comprise all particles 
below 0.060 mm   (60 microns) . 

We have said before,   that soil investigators consider all 
particle smaller than 2 microns as clay. Whether this  is just¿, 
fied or not is hard to decide. Grim  (Clay Mineralogy,   McGraw- 
Hill,   1953)  himself claims that  since ncn-clay minerals are 
not present in particles much smaller than about 1 to 2 microns« 
there is a  fundamental reason for placing the upper limit of 
the clay sise grade at 2 microns. This may very well be so. I 
recall however,  that Roster's   (Ber. deut. Keram Oes.   33^  146- 
150)   /1956/) results obtained from several German common clays 
show,  that such clay minerals as Hüte and Clor ite may be 
found even in the particle siae range of 63-200 microns, and 
most of them in the range of 2-20 microns. Even for kaolinits, 
the maximum particle sise was found to be in the rano« of 
2-20 microns. Consequently we could not do better than to 
abstain ourselves from attaching particle siae iignificanoe 
to the term "clay" and give our results strictly in terms of 
sises only. It seems,   furthermore,  that moat worker« wtie deal 
with clays as raw material follow this procedura. 

Clays, meaning again those materials as they are found in the 
nature, are composed of clay mineral and non-clay partidas. 
fundamental clay minerals research has greatly enlarged the 
number of identifiable clay minarais. This is not the place 
for a thorough discussion of the different clay minarais that 
may be found in common clays. 
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Everybody know« now that th.y differ fundamentally on the w.v 

ÌS con. "tir Ktt^VaYthT i•0 *" tS '^ 
:rr and magnesÎum'octanaedrons «eUc^n:r:fpe°^.d 
â gre^t aea? oñ°? **"' J*"" fundamental cUy propese, d^'d 
in í"! .K        ?    i80»orphous substitution of one ion for another 
¿S.oÍ„t!on„Haíer%and 0n the  ansuin« i-»»l«nc. which cause 
ôr^Ôn

Ptir«rtifî«a. ? * C*tlon' either between «» ^y^r. iLTÍ.nÍ! p,rtlcle • surface, depending on the location of the imbalance causing substitution. ln* 

«a «l«o know that adsorption of   ions on the surface of olav 
to ^a ,PartiCleS ,My be'   »«»"• fro" '"e above attraction Ve 
t.    trj?^ the Sheet'   by What « oa" broken b^nd. 
f "»L? Í        °V "* a normal clay "ineral particle,  being à 
of£ ¿«S* 2 rtÍref' S•d«d * the^ Due to the nature 
po.itiveand„ïïîî  " "?* "V•1 «««<*• "** «*»>" both « Í»Í «>«9»tive adsorption sites and this »ay be considered 
•» one reason of interparticular attraction. considered 

ISA «rin^rch^"^      S°rbe<i °n the Clay »ine»l P«ticl. »tí-ÍÍV      "»t-rch.ngm.bla,   that i. they may be exchanged for 

?£&?££ or^rence^e ït~ -*- ^Ä 

.ni3'«" not' bTrevlewed^re^"'11" " ^ ""^ *" *—• 

Sí kn«nmcír3aÍÍ„fOUÍ,d ln C0,"On Clay -» belo»9 to either of 
«e*.t-^7?,  *ï mineral 9rouP.   tnat  is that of kaolinite,   Illite 
Nontmorillonxtm or chiorite. A. to the particle shaoe    th. -«!* 
common are platelets,  flakes or folias   lH. «LÜ".?"'. ^L letha    V4MJ._ -  ^ *,¿    »»«.«• «  loAxae, ¿ess coMonly found are 
oí **1 It^    !?? fib*r typ* habita »"ociated with some mineral. 
2L£*,£   "2ííll0,,lte 9roup Uka Hectorite. mttapulg•. •omtronite,  Pmiygorskite,  Sepiolite,  etc. J""9«-. 

?£J^!í!i;Í
:rüCtUt'1 si»ilarity oí clay minerals,  there exi.t 

•!^    ífi?d variati" i" «hie» individual crystal. ,r. 
rSE«leí.*1**;'""!1' lay"" °f «"° or "»" "i"«.nt ".yp... 
SS tí« WÏ:'¿I. "*" ,,n0"n SinCe * l0"9 tiB" bUt th«^<* friction?   E! Su*.?" «»•<»•« type, to be found in clay 
wítt i». : !" ?iacov««a °"ly recently. My own expmrienc. 

Int S2JTSÄ 0f thi" Clay Bineral *"* Wil1 ^"^ 
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Non-clay mineral« 

Non-clay mineral« present in common clays are mostly fragments 
of the original rock.  Tho most  frequently encountered non-clay 
mineral and by common consent,  táe coarsest  is naturally quart«, 
followed by calete,   Mica,   Felder and Pyrite.  The size of the 
residual quartz depends to a  considerable degree on the nature 
of the mother rock.  So ic is  said that clays  derived from 
graste  contain quartz particles mostly in the range from 0.06 
to 2 mm,   whereas   xn those forced  from porphyry,   the quarts 
?tllX*       ?"e    * mUCh &malJei'   generally from 0.02 to 0.06 mm. 
Granodiontes produce even sillier quartz particle sizes.   In 
general,   nowever,   the data of  different investigators vary 
considerably,  m one oí Gnrc's  reports the average quart/ 
particle size was  ü.03 to 0.06 mm.  in Köster's   (Ber. deut 
Keram Ges     33,   146-150 /Ì950/}   the  largest proportion of quartz 
was round in the  2-6 micron sise. * « or quartz 

wLC?T\0n Cl?y COntain cr*8tal* o£ ca^ite that are sufficiently 
Hilt S Ie rCT9nifed by the Unaided e*e and ifc ^ *°• concre- 
• Ï ff/0^iderable size. Most of the limestone,  about which 
complaints are heard as being the cause of lime-blowing,   i. 
usually not intimately associated with the clay matter but comes 
ulTr £*??*'.**»** o* --able thickness which may occur IT 
unpredictable intervals within  the clay deposit. These bands are 

IZl otherw?«!"11 fatthe^ ca»  "ot ^ -«oved by hand sorting. 
ÌZLt T rea bUrnir'9 Clays  derivtd from  the weathering of 
limestones    frequently contain  large particles of residual 

clrlll^l        lt beiny  sub9tantia^y "ee of fine grained calcium 
carbonate  so characteristic of clay of the calcareous type,  m 

to" 6 mm"1627 the  8iZQ °f residual ""••tone may vary from 1 

A particular case  is  that of the true calcareous clays,   such a« 

ITrZLtLTq'  in WhiCh the degree of w*divi.ioB of the calcium 
carbonate  i* so great that it even reaches clay matter  size« and 

workability?"'6 aCtUaliy may Cont*ib^ to theymaterÔal8. 

Also pyriue is frequently recognisable with the unaided eye. 
Grim found that in  some cases the proportion of pyrite may be 
even larger  than that of quartz. The minimum size so rewound 

Z^LTJl thai "•• 5ndivid^ «ytal. «ay form noLaí 
siili9~rticîf ^Ch 81Zr UP t0 "eV#ral «iAlii-ter.. Extremely small particle sizes,   is however,   rather rare,  as they ea.ily 
succumb to oxydation. y 9mmxxy 



Organic matter 

Organic matter is an important part of ail coalition clays. That 
portion of it that is capable of imparting to the clay its gray 
or black color is probably not higher than 2.S%.  The largest 
part of the organic matter will be found in the 2-20 microns 
range with a maximuro between 3 and 4 microns. In shales, one 
part of the organic matter is so small that it can not be 
individually recognized under the resolution of the pétrographie 
microscope. Sometimes one finds, however, black opaque particles 
about 10 microns in size. More important are remnants of wood 
and roots, which may interfere with extrusion and must be removed 
therefore. 

gyiluation of clavs according to the particle size distribution 

Graphs showing the cumulative particle size distribution are 
chronically difficult to evaluate, compare or relate to the 
fundamental clay properties or to its behavior in actual use. 
The same may be said of the remaining methods of graphical 
particle size distribution, such as when the frequency is 
plotted against the particle size, A method much followed today 
in Europe consists in dividing the particle sizes into three 
groups, for instance less than 2 microns, 2-20 microns and above 
20 microns. A triangular diagram may then be constructed with 
the three particle size groups at each of the apexes of the 
triangle. The particle size composition is then represented by 
triangular coordinates. 

It is the properties in the raw state that may most likely be 
correlated with the particle size distribution, as represented 
by a point in the diagram, and it has been found that it ia 
above all the "extrudability", that is ease with which either 
sxtremely thin-webbed hollow tile», roofing tiles or full brick 
may be extruded fro« a given clay, which most frequently 
correlates with the relative proportions of the three above 
graction». Areas may then be marked off enclosing compositions 
suitable for given type of clay product. So for instance 
according to Winkler (1er. deut. Keram. Ges. |¿, 337343, 1934) 
thin webbed hollow tile« suitable for light-weight ceiling 
constructions (hourdis) nay be manufactured from clay whose 
particle sice composition falls within the following limitai 

Minus 2 microns 24 - 49 % 
2-20 microns 30 - 47 % 
Over 20 microns     6 - 34 % 

OPif. 1) this certainly looks like the fulfillment of an old 
dream - to be able to determine the suitability of a clay fer 

«bina 



a given manufacture by a simple laboratory test and express it 
by a dot on a diagram. 

Experience  shows,  that the degree of correlation with actual 
working properties   is  far  from absolute and a blind dependence 
on it may well be dangerous  in  some cases at  least.  A great 
deal depends on the particle size distribution of the minus 
2 microns   fraction  itself and on the  identity of  the present 
clay mineral. As to the first parameter,   it is well known how 
far down to colloidal  sizes clay minerals particle may range 
and it might be well to recall that Bray,   Grim and Kerr divide 
the whole  colloidal range  into coarse colloids,   0.5 - 0.06 
microns«   fine colloids,   C.03  - 0.06 microns«  and superfine 
colloids under 0.03 microns. 

As to the  identity of the clay minerals«   it should make conside 
rabie difference whether  illite or kaolinite is the main clay 
mineral present. And when it comes  to the minerals of the 
mon tutor elioni te group the difference in behavior will be even 
larger. 

The underlaying principle,  however«   is sound. What we call 
workability of the clay is almost certainly also a function 
of particle sise distribution. An adequate balance between the 
coarse,  medium and fine particles is needed so that the 
"lubricating" action of the clay colloids is fully taken 
advantage of. The better«  the more intimate che packing between 
the coarser particles,   the less of the colloidal fraction will 
be needed to achieve a given workability. And the idea certainly 
should be to obtain the best results,  as regards workability 
and mechanical strength, with the least possible proportion of 
the ultrafine clay fraction, which as we know,   if present in 
excessive amounts,  causes difficulties such as high shrinkage 
and poor drying properties. Clays too high in ultrafine 
particles lacking a balanced particle size distribution are 
sticky rather than plastic and do not flow well through the die. 

As its best, however,  particle size distribution is a valuable 
tool in evaluating common clays from the same region or of the 
sane origin, whose general characteristics are well known,  so 
that there is only a question of an a priori selection of the 
clay that offers the best possibilities. But the general practice 
of using  it as a sole arbitre of the clay's suitability must 
be definitely discouraged. 

The particle size distribution as tool for evaluating brick 
clays is useless with such clays that do not slake in water 
as with them« any attempt to ottain a particle sise distribu- 
tion exist involve fine grinding, the intensity of which bears 



no relation to  Uiat which  the material may unoergo in actual 
use.  In auch cases,  therefore,  the particle sise distribution 
indicates the intensity of grinding more than anything else. 
Here we have to depend on other methods of evaluation. Such 
clays«   furthermore,  may be the most  valuable. 

Clav Testing 

I should like now the audience to have a look at the Clay 
Testing scheme before the«.   (Pig.  2)   Its complexity does not 
escape us and its usefulness is beyond question.  It was 
designed for a survey of clay resources in the New York State. 
(The Clays and Shales of New York State,   Published by State 
of New York's Department of Commerce,  Albany,  N.Y.) We should, 
however,  be content with a  lesser number of the more meaning- 
ful tests.  I shall,   therefore,  attempt to enumerate and discuss 
such tests through which a  satisfactory answer  to the fundamental 
questions could be obtained as to 

(1) whether or not brick or any other structural clay 
product could be elaborated from it and what their 
quality is likely to be, 

and 

(2) what is to be done to the clay to sake it amenable 
far the manufacture of a particular product, how 
its working properties nay be improved etc. 

Ha should now try to put ourselves into the position of an 
engineer wanting to test the amenability of a series of clays 
«or brickSÄking. AS likely as not he will have to begin with 
little more equipment than that which might be found in an 
average chemical analytical laboratory. Nevertheless, there 
is a great deal of information he might be able to secure 
•von with such limited resources. 

He will usually start by determining the proportion of 
particle above 1 mm in size. That point of separation is 
chosen on the assumption that any particles under 1 mm are 
usually quite harmless. The best way to do it is to deainte_ 
grata the oven -dry clay by means of a rubber covered pestle 
making sura that only lumps of caked clay are so affected 
and none of the pebbles. The so prepared clay is then soaked 
overnight in 200% of water and the slurry washed through a 
1 ssi opening sieve. The residue on the screen is then dried 
weighed and a screen analysis made of it. 



The retained portion will then indicate that part of the clay 
which must be either removed from the clay or rendered harmless. 
The percentage of fraction passing the 1 mm sieve but retained 
on the 0.06 mm one below will also be determined. The  fine 
fraction passing the 0.06 ram sieve will be collected and made 
into a determined volume.  From this  stock suspension,   samples 
may be pipetted away   (after thorough  stirring)   for use in the 
Sedimentation analysj s. 

Sub-sieve particle size distribution 

The various methods for determining the particle sise distribu- 
tion have been rather well investigated especially by the soil 
investigators. The most commonly used methods are based on 
sedimentation under gravity and are quite suitable  for the 
range from 100 to about 0.5 microns.  Size distribution curves 
are obtained and the  sizes computed are those of   the equivalent 
particles diameter defined as the diameter of the  sphere of the 
same material which would fall at the same speed as the particle 
in question. This means,   naturally,     hat especially with clay 
minerals particles there must be a discrepancy batween the 
effective particle  sisse and the equivalent particle size, 
because most clay minerals occur   in flakes,  platelets or scales« 
less frequently laths,  ribbons,   fibers etc. particle shape, 
however,  also affects the rate of fall. It was above all Kunkel 
(Jour. Applied Phys.,   19,   1056-50)1948) who found that for tain 
plates and needles,   the error thus introduced is greater than 
50%. 

In our case all this may be disregardes as in our work we will 
be looking not for absolute values,  being quit« satisfied with 
comparative results. We need not go here into the discussion 
of Stoke's Law on which all sedimentation me*suremente arv 
based. 

undoubtedly,  one of the most rapid test methods providing a 
sise distribution curve is the hydrometer method, h standardised 
procedure was adoptad by the ASTM under its designation D 422-54 f 
and fundamentally the sane procedure is also used by the Technical 
Association of Pulp and Paper under its suggested procedure 
T €49 9M-54., which even providas a handy nomographic chart for 
solving stoke's Law. The hydrometer method depends on the 
difforanee in specific gravity of the medium and the suspension. 

The hydrometer method has been saverely criticised and in my 
opinion justly so,  as the introduction and removal of the 
hydrometer agitates the suspension and interferes with fra« 
sattling. Nevertheless,  satisfactory agreement with the pipette 
method has bean frequently reportad. 

„„-——H—. 
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I have been usincj myself the pipette method of Steele and 
Bradfield modified by Bray   (Jour.  Amer.   Gerani.   soc.  20 
257-261,   1937). The method consista  in taking   5 ccm samples 
from a diluted clay suspension at   speci tied times  and depths 
In other words,   no special apparati are required excepting 
those available  in every chemical analytical   laboratory. 

Unfortunately,   all the gravity sédimentation method is good 
only for determining particles size down to 0.5 microns. Than 
sedimentation times become unrealistically long.  Unfortunately 
again,   it is  precisely the extremely small partxele sizes that 
affect the properties of the clay most.   It is possible to 
•upplement  the gravity sedimentation method by the centrifugal 
one,  as has been done by Steele and Bradfiald   (Rept. Amer. 
Soil Survey Assn.  Bull.  No.   15,   88-93,   1934).  Using this method, 
particle sizes down to 0.0625 microns may be determined. This 
method is vary useful as any commercial  laboratory centrifuge 
using tubes  and working at 2200 RPM may be used.  Such centri- 
fuges are,  however,  not always available in developing countries. 

The next important step will be to determine the so-called 
technological properties of the clays.  By now,   our engineer 
will have known whether his clays slakes  in water  or whether 
it will require grinding to develop a  siutable workability. He 
will alao know whether,   if the first condition applies,  they 
will have to be or can be removed or rendered harmless by 
grinding, A simple test with hydrochloric acid will tell hi» 
whether the pebbles are limestone or not. 

In tha case of pebble-containing claye it will be best for hi» 
to make duplicate tests with   (a)   the clays freedof the pebbles 
ana  (b)   the clay in which the pebbles were ground to a sice 
not exceeding 1 mm. Condition   (a)   is best achieved by slaking 
tha clay in 200* of water and than passing it through aim» 
opening sieve making sure that tha residue on the screen 
contains only pebble« and no un-alaked lumps of clay. Ha will 
than laava tha slurry to dry until proper consistency for 
•aiding is obtained. 

loth,  tha slakable and unslakable but soft  (the lumps »ay be 
crumbled between the finger«)   ahould be ground and screened 
through a 1 SJSJ opening screen. Tha equally un slakable but 
hard clays   (tha particle« can not be crushed between the 
fingar«) will b« ground to pass a 3 ma sieve. By doing thi«, 
wa will be simulating condition« prevailing i* tha preparation 
of tha different clay varieties for the extrusion process. 
Resuming, wa have now the following schämet 
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Typ» of c lay 

Slakable, pebbles-containing 
clays 

Slakable, pebbles«containing 
clays 

Slakabie clays without pebbles 

Treatment 

Eliminate pebbles by screening 
slurry through a 1 mm sieve 

Dry grind and screen through a 
1 nun sieve 

Dry grind ana pass through a 
1 mm sieve 

Non-slakable but soft clays Dry grind and screen through 
a i mm sieve 

Non»slakable and hard clays . Dry grind and screen through a 
3 mm sieve 

Our engineer will now have to mold his clays, prepared in the 
above way, into specimens easy to fire. The size of the briquettes 
will depend on the type of the available kiln. In most capital 
cities there are small kilns normally used for calcination of 
precipitates in the course of analytical analysis. These kilns 
usually work at temperatures not much above lOOO°C but in most 
cases, this is just what we need. Some of these kilns are even 
equipped with more or less precise temperature indicators. A sisa 
5 x 5 x 1 cm is a good general purpose one. A mold may be of hard 
wood, perhaps steel sheet lined, but mutai is better. For easy 
de-molding it may be hinged at one of 1 cm sides, or a steel 
plunger may be provided to eject the molded specimen from the 
mold. To, prepare the molding "mud" the above ground sample will 
be mixed with amount suitable for easy molding and the engineer 
will try to achieve at all times the consistency in which the 
clay will no longer stick to his hands. Some clays, however, 
never achieve this stage and if they do, they don't posse« the 
right consistency for easy molding. Such a circunetanca will be 
noted, however. The molded briquettes will be dried in the open 
air and then in a drying oven of the usual type« which is also 
available everywhere. 

To determine the shrinkage, the freshly molded specimen are 
beet provided with reference marks several centimeters apart. 
This is better than measuring the outer dimmenaions of the 
specimen or using the inside measurements of the mold. 

The specimens are re-measured after drying for 24 hours at 
110*C. If the available, kiln is equipped with a temperature 
indicating instrument, the specimens may be fired at different 
temperatures, thus obtaining a sort of a firing curve. At any 

à 
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•D^cimí* Í. ? f  Ct measurem«nts) . The freshly molded 
îhTdïiLÎ    f Weighí,d in Rir and then suspended in kerosene 
Irlìt********  bet"efe» these values divided by the swcifïc 

above »rlii      reimen is saturated in kerosene and the 

Ï^Inxï^ ÎLn^r^f"f Kt0 °btain the â*y •lu**- volumetric •nrinxao* is then computed by means of equation (1). 

P  vd 
X 100 (1) 

whore D# • Volume ehrinkaoe 

Vp • Plastic volume 

Vd • Dry volume 

Srci^C^9e °f ,line*r ihrink^ *• then calculated fro« tho percent voluise shrinkage by the equation  (2) 

$x *    1+ 
Uoo 

- l     x loo m 

***•*• §x « Linear Shrinkage 

Ds • Volume shrinkage 

ÎL^^?%£iiri11? ihrink*f* «»• Proofs in the MM *»y 
ÎÏÏiTJÎ^ ^y Vohmm *• •ub«^t«ted for pl*.tic vojWand fir«! volume for dry volume in equation  (2) . 

S"îAT«eat £ï ^"J at * •*"<*"«•« oratory 
Sorîïory oí th£ J?L°Î •*?ípiAt •*•"**• " eny averi»* feretory or that may be locally constructed with relative 

S^^Tf^L 9U*i}e limit ****** for i««ta«ee# ha. by no» boo« 
thereufhly aleoreoito« by tenenti©,« of cereei.ti. The 2uU? 
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however, lies less wit.h the» method itself and more with those 
who interpret it. Moat ceramists have so far forgotten the 
Atterberg procedure and it may be well to r*-elate once more 
itaessential features. Atterberg (Intern. Mitt. Bodenkunde 
I. pp. 4-37, 1911) divided what he called the range of 
plasticity into five 3tageswhich were as lately as 1942 
redefined by Allen (Public Roads, 22, 263-265, 1942) as follow«: 

(1) "Liquid limit is the moisture content, expressed as a 
percentage by weight of the oven-dry soil, at which the 
soil will just begin to flow when jarred slightly". 

(2) "Plastic limit is the lowest moisture content, expressed 
as a percentage by weight of the oven-dry soil, at which 
the soil can be rolled into threads 1/8 inch in diameter 
without breaking into pieces. Soil which can not be 
rolled into threads at any moisture content is considered 
non-piastic". 

(3) "Plastic index is the difference between the liquid limit 
and the plastic limit, it is the range of moisture content» 
through which a soil is plastic, when the plastic limit is 
equal to or greater than the liquid limit, the plastic 
index is recorded as zero. 

It should be noted here that Atterberg stage included three 
»ore, which are generally not used any longer. They are: 

(la) Lower limit of fluidity, at which two portions of the. clay 
will not flow together if jarred, and 

(3a) Cohesion limit at which the grain cease to cohere. 

The different limits are relatively easy to determine even 
though a great deal of experience is necessary to secure 
reproducible results. They tell a great deal about the clay 
if interpreted in accordance with the now known criteria as 
being related to the sorption capacity of the clay mineral, 
to the specific surface and thus to the particle sise. The 
data obtained by white (Amer. Mineral. 34 508-512, 1949) with 
pure clay minerals may be important in interpreting the 
plastic limits obtained with common brick clays. 

Plastic    Liquid   Plastic 
Limit      Limit    Index 

Ilutes 25 - 55    50 - 115   25 - SO 
Kaolinites 25-40    30-75     0-35 
Montmorillonitea    80 - 250  115-700   35 - 6004. 
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It gc€3 without  .w.Ying that r.U«tic  indie*» rbov« 5o probably 
indicate the duns or of ¿ryin* trouble, *>„- th* clay involve 
in which way th* limit* indicia putide sin i» ílao borno" 
out by white'n  fleuri .  *h„ p.u.t.ic  ind«x rOM fron, 25.5 for 
tho who.l* wi^ia  ,f  nut*  to 51.3« for the c.S micron 
iracticn. with kñolmít« the, increase was le««  epectacular 
(22.OC to 32.M> JÜ1 

w.»«:: word» high  plinti e  indie«» ero 
-«o-cutiv* c* *  hi.jh p^oporticA o£  fine cruciar which may 
eau«« troica.  tîit—  h   ^U(f8 indicate ^ / 
monttsicrxUo:iî.t.e ,*iob may b*  aven ocre clangermi*. 

Seme clay workoz. prefer to us« th« Ai«*«-» indo*.   (Per    dottt 
k«ram. Gas    J,   IM-3,   1*23-24)   i-> which th* diffarene. i/3' 
moi.ture content, botw««» two eou.ift.ncie» ir. dotoraint* 
On. of these is «w Attorberu • » pia«tic limit and th. oth«r 
the .tage at which t'.« clay «top. adhering to th. hand»,  it 
ÎÎ'.-ÎÏÎ fcl.lCî  "9tlc*inG  ii«its- and the property determined 
i« another vor .i• of whet la called «w.t.t of pla.ticity- 
h! II        -°f COUrr wltMn * mQ" aisni«i«int range. It .houle 
be oboorvoa here that .uch an authority ». Howink   (EU.tioity, 

RU*«. . index    due. to it» -we.Hont corr.lation with the water 
•oration capacity, whirh in *trn dependa on th« nature of *m 
olay mirerai and particle ai/« ••,,->v« +rt v « .      ,, 
and dosow fürt er- •••<•-1 ~J~ "V 7ï «••m«d«r»ble significance 
^2. an-ow. cuamic. 47. '-.39 in¿\ infM-„4 tr V ' J» 'ialAfn^ and Wilm 
nonViiorii.l.onatea  that   t*<• *> M-:<-'-AI,   >   J «TO./ Mit¡ 
luolinitic cW ,w   :, v.   "ft !    »«n«BaboW 10 where«, with norm.1 we Oí. ij'îi'R re.;a¿n ;„t 10,    This :n important for us« 

R.turnins nov to the so-called »wat«*   of pla.tieitv», what i» 
meant by that •xprnsfion is that amount of w*t«r whioh i. 
requie to produco iwxxto» workability m th. clay, sino« 

Cwra«.   soc. ;/?,   2yi-3^C#   l*4?~4éi wae to eind by hi»..lf,  and 
jonsiaaxing that whit  U   *ai«d 'water of pU.ticity- i» « 
lOiïTlt and "9anir*g£al «tortctorUtlc.  th. .xact .LfTmt 
*vhich the water content i» d«terwiít.d should be determined 
«oí. öxaotly than MT3  -feel-, Any rh.olofical propwty will 
do. Thü «a»i.»t to ¿«termine i» the deformai ion ando* 
c.o»pre3.ion   Th« »fofxorkccn m.thod,   (SprMhiWil 31,  2»7-2tt, 
ASP44)   m wiiich the rooi.tar« cont.nc of clay body Sat und«* 
th. condition of fcho method ha» »uff.rad   deformation oy 
i.1-1/3 % of it» halght,   la cen»idered a» th« "moldino NtW 
(Anmachw...«rbodorf) .   (B.r. d«it. koram. Go«. 34,  l«? Mm. 

Th« corre.pondinç apparatu»,  though «Invio my1¿9t bo ««»lly 
available. * 



When using these  old methods,  we should do well to forget »11 
about their old association vith what   is called  "plasticity", 
about which we know very little. High Attorbecg oi   Riebe's 
plastic  indices  do no^  necessari!ly mean that the clay, 
exhibiting  it,  will work  oetter   in extrusion.   Instead,   we 
should  concentrât« on the  fact  that   the higher  these   indices, 
the higher are also likely  be  the contents cf colloidal 
particles and that above certain values  the presence of 
montatori lion ite  ::nould be  expected.   Another o€  these  simple 
teets,  which nevertheless yields a  great  deal of  information, 
is  the Moisture Adsorption as  determined by Keeling   (Trans. 
6th Intern.  Coram,  congress  .I9b-2c3> . The method consist 
essentially in determining  the moisture adsorbed by oven- 
dried clays when  expeeed for   24 hours  1b% relative humidity 
atmosphere at 25"C. The required relative humidity  is 
conveniently maintained by means oí   a   saturated solution of 
common salt. Since the moisture adsorption is roughly 
proportional to the specif. c  surface area the «leaning  of the 
test is clear. Howev&r,  Keeling introduced another  refinement 
by establishing an ignition LOSS/Moisture adsorption Ratio 
which,   as hs claims,   is characteristic of the clay mineral. 
Since in brick clays we are rarely dealing with pur« clay 
Minerals but with mixtures or  these non-clay minerals and 
generally not productive of  ignition  loss, whose concentra- 
tion,   furthermore,   is generally difficult to establish,   the 
LI-MA Ratio is of doubtful value to the practical brickaaker. 
But the  sole Moisture Adsorption teat,   as indicator of the 
particle sire of  the clay fraction  is of positive value, 
chiefly on account of its ease and simplicity. 

prying characteristics 

One of the most  important property of the clay is its drying 
behavior, that is the ease or difficulty with which it nay 
be safely dried.  I have seen quite a  few brick works going 
down the drain because the drying characteristics of the 
available clay have not been determined.  It may be said in 
general terms,   that most losses, which occur in the manufac 
ture of extruded brick,  originate in the dry state eventhough 
they night not have been noticed until they have been fired. 
Of these losses,   those caused by defflcient drying properties 
are among the highest. 

We shall talk more extensively of these clays later, but it 
is important that they be detected as early as possible in 
the process of evaluation, because at this stage the advice 
of an experienced brickmaker could still be taken.  "The most 
économie thing to do with such sticky clays so difficult in 
the drying is not to use them'*. 

!; 
• i! 
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taon of ccilojcial metter.   *r,st   •>£  tl.*m  -obtain,   furthermore,   " 
the  clay   niñera!  Moneto.-*-j U ,v, ic ,   w>„ ,-  .swcllJaq  ^-opert^ 
are  « wo. k  ; rCwr.   LC  L-..   *<   *t-  ;.a. t,   Ft..n,    r.h,  D..e,.,¡nce  0l 

L¿V   i Montatori Ilo.i   te   ¡r,   .M 

high   serpe-->r»   ¿apacn-    arr;  v 
di r f icuitrt.Ü .   whicr   ina ni .'e-si 
rate  or  rtunovru   of '»ato-  j ,r • 
n.q.   Ti;s  .latte   oeùfct    ;a   ji e 
drying  gpeods,   a.:u \utr; ..:.->.-; »<-.   i -!0   SM r.i^   .       ., 
out,   ¿«nd  Jeromes   :,ore   o;    1.-..   i.iir«.-.T.^ahL  ^ore•;.  moisture 
from the  interior  •,id haw «igratod    o  it  and evaporatori 
Differential   tU.u.t^e   scLs  oi incaute  the   ir.te,. .or  cf   Die 

sin ir»-; whereas 

•:   ijr-ì,.\jj/   det-ctoá  t».,/ourr'r,   its 
i-'   }...'e :•:•* ir-   i :-.(1u:- .   " . ~>   di" y i 19 
t.iiin.ì.:j Wî«-   t y   ti   >    t.-rt, oient 

• ?    ..:•    r . ,   ;jiiiie;:   surface  crack- 
tu    r>v3     Jrict     tViat    a».    r,ormal 

t '   the clay  bodv dries 

ùody,   wLcli ho s  Ju,.   iitt_  -nojstvie,   doe«,   ir t 
the   surface-   layer  does,   crack inc.   i 
this process. 

y   t:-»o i.orical  outcome   of 

The  two .«e-hods,   normally used to detect  difiicult drying clays 
are based on  the   ;.wo a>mptonf. ruenUoi.ed above,   in  th-   «"irst 

7rì^ ^ b1haVi0i  Cl  a   ,raa11   ^*>1>.   ^la^ä specimen,   for 
instance   ., >:   ^  x 1  cm   1 s  ou- o -veo  during   its dryinu     n an 
atmosphere of known relative  r.umiJity .  Thi.3  is besí  done by 
placing the  freshly molted  specimen on a  perflated  plastic or 
aluminum sheet  over a   saturated  solution cf  certain   salts  in 
an  ordinary  desaicator.   The deasicator   ,s  then  olaced   in a 
water bath whose  temperature may be  controlled as required 
The relative humidity within tine  des*?.cator  r,av be  controlled 
oy  the choice  of  the  BUitable saturated solution  from  say 

íf'\• °n°  USüail"  *tar- *A-h a   low   relative humiditv, 
,   *I?'   achieved by means  of a   saturated solution  of MgCl' 

at   60«C.  Normal  drying  clays will  .umve  chi,  treatwent     2 

without  troubles,  with   tender drying   clays  the relative  humidity 
in  the dedicator  will  have  to he gradually  raised until  no 

^!Cïin\?°T£"  Thd ,Hgher  ">,e "l«tive humidity required for 
the trouble free drying  of  the specimen,   the higher   is the 

5ï.?g^r•"ïo£ ^ clay-The cratkfl UBually W«*r alr«*dV 
K,.-?Lf »*2U «'• Thtt cUy that dota nct squire a  relative 

•ÍÍÍ * °V9r       * iS COMi***«l re.uor.ably safe. The  second 
method con.ist  in determining the humidity gradient  through the 
body of the drying clay,   in ano version of thia method   (Improving 
the  Properen oí  clays and shales,   canada  Department of Minee 
and Resources,   No.   793)   a  teat piece»   in thr  for« of a cube 5 cm 
•quare are draed for  3 hours at 65-c.  After  removing the« fro» 
ttie dryer,  a  core  12.5 mm ìB cut out of che cuba and sliced in 

r?CH°«a 4 T thxCk' whlch ara c»'*iully weighed and then dried 
at ilo c. Afterwards the pat cent moisture contents are calculated 
and plotted againet the distance from the drying surface. The 
figure  3 shows a group of clays  showing different drying behavior, 
In a normally drying clay the moisture gradient would be an 

thTîlVeî'Î^Îi.9*^1^ ml°*in* curve.  The more steep the curve 
tne worse are the drying characteristic. 



In a refinement of this method cxtrudeu, 15 mm diam. rods 
10 cm long, are wrapped in tinfoil, leming only one end 
exposed. After drying at 6o6C for fo hours, the rods are 
sliced into 1 cm sections in which the moisture content is 
then determined, Again a moisture gradient curve may be 
constructed by plotting the individual moisture content 
values against the distances from the open end of the rod. 

Also very useful is the determination of the Bigot curve, 
obtained by plotting the values of the drying shrinkage 
against the respective losses of moisture. The steeper the 
curve, the more difficult <g the clay supposed to dry. Also 
the so called "turning point", that is the point at which 
the curve begins to have a linear run is significative. It 
has been found, however, thac exceptions are common so that 
the conclusions of the Bigot curve are not be taken as depend 
able as far as the drying tenderness is concerned.        "" 

Extrusión 

Actual extrusion tests are naturally invaluable and there really 
ia no substitute for  them.  Put  in order to he meaningful,   they 
should oe conducted with auger diameters at least  15 cm.  Any- 
thing smaller does not give representative results,   mainly 
because the auger takes up a too large a share  of the available 
barrel space. The clay helical coil,  which is  then  the result 
of the auger's rotation,   is consequently too thin and the 
resulting degree of  lamination unrealistically high. Augers 
of that si»e are unlikely to he available in many developing 
countries. 

Much better results are obtained by means of a  plunger press, 
which may easily and cheaply be built almost anywhere.  It 
consists fundamentally of a length of 40 cm diati»,  flanged 
ateel pipe to which the front and rear templates may be bolted 
The front template is provided with a 5 x 2.5 cm straight die, 
the rear one with the opening for  the shaft. The plunger 
attached to uhe shaft  is activated by means of a flywheel or 
a four-armed capstan. A more sophisticated but also easy to 
build extrusion apparatus was designed by Frechette   (Jour. 
kmmx. Cera«. Soc. 19,   233-34,   1936) .   (Pig.  4)  while one may 
not determine with any degree of exactitud the  lamination 
tendency of a clay,  by means of this apparatus,   there are 
other deffacts which do become apparent in the course of the 
tests. Torn corners ia one of them. Furthermore,   it provides 
handy briquettes to be used in moat of the teats that have 
been just described. 

One of the most important tests  is the shrinkage and deforma- 
tion behavior under load. Unleea one has some kind of kiln 



ïH?0„r..     r\ "  fr0m the   tOP'   lt  im "Ulte OiMicult  to 
"ÎT";   x haVli »*••" ""«d thö principle adopted by the 

AST« for testing firebrick under load at high temperatures 

thlV^T       " l°r U*f WUh  -P^—» 5X5X5 or!oädtng the» by »«in, of a J3-V   f:veMl(:l pl,ced  „on   and„   'anA    ain« 

?£!  ^^7 thí°"9h  the kilne    "rown- Ttie  Protruding end of 
the J3)j- buck wa* the,,  load, d to gtVK the total load 
required by the 5 x 5 cm surface of the  specin-.n and it we. 
calculated that a  total lo*ó  of Jo kilo. I.  required to 
simulate setting conditions  in an average kiln. The test mu.t 
be conducted at variouE  temperature. ,nd the  r,«lt. "otu" 

Th. teste which have been described so far ar. such a. may 
be conducted with  simple,   frequently homemade ^imlnT The 

Í,!„?I    Í yS *re  •uitable eithar   for mechaniied or 
ne till  .,  manu£acture- A£t«   the completion of these test, 
to •„L?\*  Kn* Whffc  " t0  ^ done to the »vail.ble clay. 
tavl^SíridT,'^^  ÍOr eÌth,r •nufact"«- He will aï.o 
r?«!«»! \ y     t* tlme lhit alayi of di"««nt characte- ristics may be combined to achieve the desired results.  Also 

ÄÄstsrreaohed ••to the -* ~~Ä 

At this point    the clay  samples ar« usually  sent to a specia- 
lised clay laboratory for further testing and evaluation 

Talliti    T*** °f,thiS kind hav# their °»n «tandarctl^S 

with tha* in any detail,   it may be  said,   however;   that the 
inforaatxon whxch will be .ought will be „»ore or lesi tt. 
MM as we were trying to secura by mean« of our primitive 
methods. However,  the testing  method will be n»ore refine«! and 
the equipment much more soph i etica ted and highly specialised 
df*     ed      U8u*ily conducted testa will now be briefly 

Physical and, ChtsleaJ Teats 

(i) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(S) 
(ê) 

Particle siae distribution 
Moisture sorption 
Dehydration behavior 
Chemical Analysis 
Pétrographie Examination 
Differential Théorisai Analysis 

(1) Grinding Behavior 
(2) Pugging behavior 
(3) Extrusion behavior 
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(4) Drying behavior 
(5) Progress of vitrification as   indicated by changes   in porosity, 

shrinkage and mechanical strength and color. 

We have already dealt with particle size distribution at so«« 
length so that there  is little to be added here.  As to the 
dehydration curve,   it  yields results that are interesting in * 
themselves but  the correlation of which with the  fundamental 
brick making properties is  vague at best. Much the same may 
be said about the Differential Thermal Analysis,   it  is  certainly 
important to know the nature of the clay minerals present.  So 
for   instance a  clear kaolinite type of curve presages   less 
troubles than another  indicating the presence of Mortmorillonite. 
However,  roost common clays  contain more than one clay mineral 
and the resulting curves may be very difficult to interpret. 
And when it comes to mixed  layer  clay minerals,   the  interpreta- 
tion difficulties are multiplied.  Chemical  analysis may be 
considered one of the more useless discipline as a simple 
firing test conveys much more practical information. 

A petrographical examination is very useful as  it permits to 
appreciate the presence of non-clay minerals, whose particle 
size  is large enough  to permit their  identification,  and some 
times  even to estimate their relative proportion.   I would say 
that more can be  learned from a pétrographie examination than 
from a chemical analysis.   In order to observe the extremely 
small particles  ot clay minerals,   electron microscopy must be 
resorted to.  Particle  size measurements effectuated with the 
aid of an electron microscope are very dependable but  the 
conclusion as to their distribution uncertain at best,   chiefly 
due to the possibility of  segregation which may occur  in forming 
the mount. The practical value of the lectron microscope for tha 
clay worker must be considered as rather small. 

«hen  it now comes to the strictly technological tests,   one of 
the »ore important is the clay's behavior in grinding. What 
must be decided here is whether the clay can be made into an 
extrudable body by means of wet preparation or whether  it will 
require dry-grinding and sieving to produce a workable body. 
The slaking test fives the first indication. A clay that slakes 
in water will,   of course,  give no problems in the wet prepara- 
tion. There are,   however,  great many clays that do not  slake at 
all but are soft enough to produce an extrudable body by wet 
preparation. This property of a clay is, however,  difficult to 
determine by other method than those that actually simulate 
the action of the corresponding production machines, wall 
equipped clay laboratories should count with one or two sets 
of smooth rollers through which the clay samples may be passed. 
The number of times the clay in question has to be pasaad 
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through such test rollers are  then taken as  indicative of  the 
ease  or difficulty of the da;    to be worked bv that method. 

A particular  caao  of  t.iose clays  that arf  so:t   APOiuih  to be 
worke-1 by  the wet  metnod IH  the  one when pebble* arí present 
About   5% of pebbles under  6 mm  in dlam. may  usually be 
tolerated as  they ¡nay De qu fe  erfreu vely ground between 
the  smooth rollers,   'ut the. r  presence does  increase the wet 
milling difficulties. 

If dry grinding   is required,   the  clay should be run through 
a dry-pan ano a   screen analysis  made of the product.  Some of 
these hara and brittle shales produce too  little fines  if 
ground under  normal conditions.  They must,   consequently,   be 
ground finer or  other means for  obtaining the desired fine« 
provided. Wxth hard shales about  30 to 40% roust be finer than 
0.3 mitt. 

Extrudability 

The clay's extrudability is perhaps its most important property, 
next  to that of the drying characteristics. No clay should be 
declared fit for the manufacture until full sized bricks have 
been extruded from it,  dried and fired under either fully 
induatrial  or  closely simulated  industrial conditions.  Extrusion 
test«   supply a great deal of  information,   which may not be 
detected by any  other means. Nor are these amenable to being 
expressed numerically. 

One of the  first  things observed when a given clay is being run 
through a full  size extrusion machine is the so-called pugging 
range. This mear* that a little more or a little less water 
does not notably otfeet its consistency. This property is 
«portant as clays possessing a  short pugging range are 
difficult to keep just right for the operation of an extrusion 
»achine. Incidentally,  this property of clay is_ susceptible of 
being evaluated by a rather simple laboratory test. So for 
instance,   is some rheological property of the clay is determined 
ia function of its water content and the results plotted in 
this way,  a curve is obtained the slope of which is roughly 
proportional to the rats of change of the clay's consistency 
with water. The Pfefferkorn compression figures at different 
moisture content« may be used for that purpose. 

The best way to conduct an extrusion test is to extrude a  full 
fcrick eise column, without de-airing and using a dry die.  It 
wist he remembered that the purpose of the extrusion test is 
to determine the qualities of the clay and not to show how 
food a product could be made out of it with careful manipulation. 
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The defect« to be observed art the  following: 

(1) The smoothness of  the extruded surfaces 
(2) The appearance of  the corners,   that is the presence 

or absence of  rearing, 
(3) Absence or presence of  lamination and  its deyree 

Good extrusion clays produce e   vex y smooth surface even with » 
non-lubricated dies. The more roughness  is produced,   the less 
satisfactory are the clay's extrusion characteristics- Further- 
more,  a good-workinq clay'will run through the dry die without 
any tearing at  the corners. A  less suitable one will produce 
so»« tearing but the fault may be overeo»';; by applying back 
pressure to the column   (such pressure will be usually offered 
by an automatic brick cutter) . A bad clay resists all efforts 
to overcome  the torn corners    A properly  lubricated die will 
naturally offer  l«es resistance than a dry one and by using 
such a die a  satisfactory column may be obtained even fro« 
an unsatisfactory clay.  But.  i a is to be expected that torn 
cornare will inevitably appear at irregular  intervals in the 
course of a day's operation 

By  far the moat important observation is one that concerns the 
clay*s tendency to produce internal structure,  mostly called 
coring or lamination. While  this defect is a  consequence of 
tha extrusion process  it&eif,   the clay's  response to this 
inherent cause may vary to considerable degree  from one clay 
to another. Nox   is there any possibility of  determining this 
tendency in the laboratory. Ellis Lovajoy,   the well known 
american brick consultant used to use the  figure  5 to illus- 
trate five degrees of  lamination severity  from practically 
none at the bottom   (Ho.   1)   to excessive   (No.   5) at the top. 
To make companion,  the column extruded from the tested clay 
la broken and the exposed interior compared with the examples 
in Pig.  5. 

Generally speaking,  we distinguish two kinds of lamination. 
Tha series of striae or  layers near the surface of the column, 
store or less parallel to it and rounded at the corners are due 
to the friction of the die which retarda the flow of clay at 
the surface while below  the clay moves along at greater speed, 
thus causing slippage.  These are,  therefor«,  die lamination 
planes. Auger  .lamination, which is seen  in Pig. 5 example 5 
as a  large core,   twisted,   bulging in one half of the brick 
and correspondingly concave  in the mating half brick. This 
lamination is caused by the fact that the clay leaves the auger 
in the in form of a helical coil« which it? compressed and cons£ 
lidated in the spacer and finally the die itself. However,  the 
surfaces of the helical coil of clay do not knit together to 
form a homogeneous extruded column. 
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Ss-ÄSfar"4 el•y•v,ry *rMtiy in th,ir '••"•"<*to 

•stlSVior   ip  ^ry^ 

Drying behavior  is also preferably determine* in full sised brick. 
It t.Titm ^ï1"9 tend-"-" i- i» -o-t case. d.t.ct.rbeïore 
£oVÍ22¿"!hrTh,!,fc,M Bta9t 0£ fuU ,iL- brick< U ia «•«••••ry Î! T^\r t     «reehly extruded brick to a  normal drying cycle.  It 
À In It    i*• £T tìmt la»inatio« Äult. are frequently discover 
•d in the dryer, where they manifest theeselves in more or le.»     £ 

î~ï^ !í dryÌng Gha«ct«i»tic. wherea. they are  in 
iT^l consequence of lamination. Lamination, however, may 
in eos* catee aggravait the effects of bad drying properties. 

on^tîL It * '    "**iim"'   Mfl«'H •«* -n^racticu-,  depending 

ÌT11« Í1      kf1" "^ £in*ny'   if ^y «* not be safely dried 
to ¿ So TVA \iY "««• «^i«ticated test,     hand-molded specis*». 
to M 40 x 24 ». are eubjected to severe drying in a specially 
designed oven. The clays are classified according to the tisi it 

scat! îîsîTÎ0*^""1 indic*tlon °£ crscking. The following 
•©al« might be of interest,   (Siegeitechni»ches Ährbuch,  1958, 
pp.   145) . * 

Tim« in Minutes until the 
fill* «DPeartnce 9t «ree» s 

0-2 
2-4 
4-6 
6-8 
• - 10 

10 - 12 
12 • 20 

20 

Classification of drying 
 tenderness  

extraordinary sensitivity 
very high sensitivity 
high sensitivity 
sensitive 
still sensitive 
low sensitivity 
very low sensitivity 
not sensitive 

«je importance of extrusion tests with full sise brick can not 
es overemphasised, especially as regards the processes of 

"°cf 'fy^y.**1*** ***** *• little that can go wrong with it 
2U?**TÎ   4Î "*y *• i»**°**lr weter-seeked or over bur ned. 
ÏTLSÎ S! ^^î* é^*ot> •*• «*«••« by negligence. And 
MMve been said before, even cracking, which is tometimee 
©»•erved in firing may be frequently traced beck to lamination 
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or other causes originating in the manufacture of the raw product. 

The justification for my insistence on full scale extrusion tests 
may best be illustrated by the following "true life'1 story, which 
involved the use of a combination of two particular raw materials. 
A well known European research institute was retained to determine 
the most favorable proportion. Then, the Bigot Curve was prepared, 
drying sensitivity assessed« tht optimum firing curve established, 
the shrinkage behavior investigated by means of a thermal expan- 
sion apparatus etc. In other words, no effort was spared to secure 
a thorough knowledge of the materials. Then we proceeded to 
extrude a number of brick under actual manufacturing conditions 
dried them in the available chamber dryers, Inspite of the fact 
that laboratory results indicated drying sensitivity, no troubles 
were encountered in the course of the industrial-scale drying 
operation. Then we set the dry brick in the available Hofmann 
kiln together with the normal output of the works and produced 
exactly one hundred percent breakage. 

Testing the clay's firing behavior 

h  rather good idea of the clay's length changes on heating may 
be obtained by means of an ordinary thermal expansion apparatus. 
Although the data here obtained are not directly applicable to 
the practice, valuable information about the clay's behavior on 
heating are obtained here nevertheless. That is for instance the 
magnitud« of the initial expansion, and the rate of shrinkage, 
the first indication of the vitrification range is also obtained 
hers, as the expansion-shrinkage curve at the end of the contrac- 
tion period may either produce a more or less prolonged trough 
or suddenly turn up after reaching the highest shrinkage point. 
The latter feature naturally indicates a short vitrification 
range. 

Nest clay testing laboratorios fire either hand molded or extruded 
•peci—ns at various temperatures and de ter »ins in the« the water 
absorption and porosity, shrinkage and mechanical strength. The 
last property is best determined in flexion and expressed as 
Modulila of Rupture. Those properties may thon be plotted against 
the firing degree, expressed either in degrees C or in pyrometric 
cones. Such curvea are good indicators of the clay*a firing 
properties, A sharp bend in the porosity and shrinkage curvea 
indicates, as has been said, dangerously short vitrification rang« 
whereas a trough in the porosity or absorption curvo at values 
close to aero indicate long vitrification range and therefore a 
safe burning clay. Host unwelcome are those clays that never 
really reach the neighbourhood of aero absorption but start to 
bloat before reaching full vitrifications. 
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Most valuable for the manufacture of common clay products are 
such clay« which conserve ray 10% porosity during a  long tempera 
ture interval. Such clays are hard to overburn - they just get " 
progressively harder. J y 

Very useful for determining the clay's  firing properties  is the 
Temperature Gradient Method developed by stone   (Jour. Amer, ceram. 
Soc- iE»   140-42,  1953)  based on an idea by Steger   (Ber.  deut 
keram. Oes.  17,   177-82,   1936). Here a test bar about  20 cm long 
is exposed to a temperature gradient in a specially constructed 
electric  furnace. The temperatures along the bar are measured 
at 10 points during the firing. After completing the test the 
bar»s width is carefully measured with a caliper at the point 
where temperature measurements were made and shrinkage calculated. 
The corresponding values may then be plotted against temperature 
and a curve constructed. The bar may also be sliced by means of 
a thin diamond blade and the porosity of each piece determined. 
A porosity - temperature curve may then be constructed. The 
advantage of this method is its rapidity. 

Clav Prospettino and Exploration 

In prospecting for clays there is no easy substitute for honest 
leg work. The country must be explored on foot and it pays to 
send out  -scouts" who would »comb- it so to say,   searching 
for outcrops exposed in streams,  road cuts etc.  It is also well 
to interview farmers who usually have a pretty good knowledge 
of them.  Eventhough untrained scouts may be used at the beginning, 
a knowledge of Geology,  preferentially clay Geology and particu- 
larly the Geology of the region are of considerable help. These 
are somewhat difficult to secure. 

In a hilly country an experienced clay man is aided in tracing 
clay beds by the contours of the hill«. A clay or any soft 
amterUl will be indicated by a relatively fiat bench in the hill 
and such benches wiU be followed for a long distance and are 
easily picked eut in passing fro» on« hill to another. Having 
located them it remains to open them and sample them. Beside 
benches,  conclusions may be drawn from the shape of the hills. 
Steep slopes indicate hard materials,  gentle slopes softer 
materials. 

I used to know a practical clay men whose knowledge of the rela- 
tion of topography and even the type o£ vegetation and clay 
occurrence was uncanny. Re would start his prospecting by flying 
over the region in a small plane or a helicopter and would pick 
out features of the land below him and mark them as possible 
clay aite« en his map. Ha was right in 8 out of 10 cases. Such 
talenta,  I recognise it, are rare and of course imply a thorough 
knowledge of a particular region. 

••¡^•••••••••••é 
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When sampling outcrops it pays  to discard the upper part of the 
clay to a depth of at least  20 cm. This upper part of the 
exposed clay stratum will most probably have been leached out 
and oxidized and will unlikely represent the characteristic of 
the deposit. 

Having located a  sufficient number of outcrops,  indicating a 
good sized deposit of acceptable quality,   the stage, which I 
»hall call  -exploration" will  start. This,  however,   should be 
an engineer's job and the advices of a geologist will be most 
useful. The located clay region roust now be drilled,  but the 
question how closely one must drill will depend on what one will 
find. The first drilling, usually called exploratory or  »wildcat 
drilling is usually done on 250 meters centers.  If sufficient 
clay of the desired quality is  found in several adjacent holes, 
the area is then drilled on lOO meters centers. The results 
being promising,   the drilling  is continued on successively 
decreasing centers and finally on 20 meters centers before the 
location of the pit may be decided. 

Drilling Equipment 

The type of drilling equipment will depend first on its avallati 
lity,  next on the nature and depth of the overburden and hardness 
of the clay. For use in structural clay products one will look 
for clay deposits with little or no overburden, because stripping 
in an expensive operation. The overburden should also be soft, 
underground mining is seldom practicable in the case of most 
structural clay products. With these limitations in mind the 
most suitable equipment is an auger drill. 

Truck mounted,  gasoline engine driven 4-6"  diameter augers are 
frequently used in clay exploration, but they are not easily 
available in most developing countries. Three and four inch 
hand rotated auger drill are used and they are not expensive. 
They are usually attached to sleeve-jointed pipe. In the deeper 
holes the apparatus is lowered and hoisted by means of block 
tackle attached to light tripod. The deepest hole on record was 
drilled to a depth of about 42 meters. This is more than what 
is normally required in the case of even very large common clay 
deposits. The average speed is reported to be about 60 cm per 
hour and the cost of labor about US $6.00 per meter   (in the 
W),  for boring and sampling. 

Smaller but quite satisfactory augers may be manufacturad by 
a skilled blacksmith, ons example of these -home-made" drills 
is a double twisted auger 1-1/4- in diara. with a pitch of 
2-3/4" and 1/4" face. The threaded part is about 13" long 
terminating in a 6Js» long,   3/8« rod threaded at one end and 
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attached by means of a coupling to about 40" of iron pipe 3/8" 
to which a crossbar to serve as handle is fastened by means of 
a tee. Additional lengths of pipe are screwed on as required. 
One may use this hand drill to a depth of some six meters, 
although the record seems to be 18 meters. It is also possible 
to use a carpenter's single twist bit of the same size as above, 
welded to a section of a h"  pipe to which additional pipe lengths 
may be screwed on as needed. 

The usual procedure is to start by digging a hole by means of a 
spade to prevent surface soil from dribbling back into the hole. 
For sampling the auger has to be withdrawn from the hole and the 
clay that has collected between the twists of the auger carefully 
removed. The amounts of clay collected in this manner are not 
large but quite sufficient for the determination of a few of the 
fundamental characteristics of the clay, samples should be taken 
at regular depths, when necessary even at 30 cm intervals. A 
record showing the depths drilled and samples taken must be 
filed away and kept together with the report of the clay's charme 
ter i sties. """ 

It is also worth the effort to prepare three dimensional models 
of the explored clay field with wooden sticks representing holes 
on which the existing strata are painted in different colors 
according to their qualities. 

Finally a note regarding other types of drills. Auger drills ara 
useless with most hard clays such as shales. Here eithar rotary 
cora drills or churn or percussion drills must be used. Rotating 
core drills, because of their dearnes8 will seldom be found in 
developing countries and their purchase for the exclusive purpose 
of clay exploration will rarely be entertained. Sometimes, how- 
ever, they might be borrowed from some mining enterprise in the 
country. Rotary core drills provide more clay per sample but 
also require about 50 liters of water per minute. This is 
continuously pumped through the cora barrai to fluah out all 
cuttings. 

A churn of percussion drills use no watar and may be used with 
all kinds of overburden and with all types of clay. But again, 
as in the case of rotary cora drills, thay ara unlikely to axist 
in moat developing countries. 

Whan no drilling equipment is available, the only way out is to 
dig walls or sink shafts at uniform intervals. These Must be at 
laaat 2x2 matar s. A six matar depth is usually the maximum. 
Casing is raquirad with poorly consolidated clays. This is the 
most time-consuming and axpanaive exploration method. If however, 
no drills are available and the naad for assessing the available 
clay reserves pressing, there is no other way out. 
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Valuation of clay deposite» 

The valuation of clay has been the subject of much discussion. 
What is usually done is that all expenses connected with 
acquiring and developing a clay property are charged to it. 
That involves all expenses  incurred in prospecting,  explora- 
tion and testing.  Road building costs to make the property 
accessible must also be included. Most brick makers believe 
that this is  not enough and argue that a clay that  is being 
used in an existing factory should be worth more than it was 
before the factory was built, because  its value was enhanced 
by the expenses involved in perfecting the product and esta- 
blishing it on the market. They also argue, sometimes,  that 
coal lands have differential values,   one for virgin coal land 
and another  for the operating property. 

Anyway,   the amount charged to the product for the clay used in 
its manufacture should not only include the cost per ton arrived 
at as stated above, but also whav we call depletion charge or 
allowance, which is meant to provide  funds for acquiring new 
land after the one in use has been exhausted. This allowance 
should be higher than would correspond to the cost of the clay 
as calculated above,  as it may be safely assumed that the price 
of land in the neighborhood of the plant will have increased  • 
during the time of its operation,  not only as a consequence of 
the above enhancing of the clay's worth but also because of the 
general tendency of real estate to increase in price. 

fills is« however,   something for the country's fiscal authority 
to establish or at least to approve.   It may be interesting to 
mention in this context that the decision of a U.S. District 
Court puts the depletion allowance at 5% of the Gross sales 
price.   (Bull. Amer. Ceram. Soc.  33,   223,  1954)   of the product 
manufactured. 

#f e* industria^ Wastes 

Although there might not be many industrial waste in most 
developing countries at the present stage of their development, 
occassionally the need to dispose of them may arise. 

The use of coalwashing tailings will be a border case, as they 
consist mostly of clay. In one investigation  (Trans. Brit. 
Ceram. Soc.   57. 258-270,  1958)   it was concluded that they should 
produce brick with characteristics similar to those made from 
clay. Furthermore, burnt-out pit shale and Fly Ash could be 
used as grog in connection with these materials. 
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Pulverizad fuel ashes,  of which huge amounts have been accumulât 
ing near large power stations which use pulverised coal,  may 
constitute another raw material for the manufacture of brick. The 
nedd to dispose of these ashes, whose output in 1953 was estimated 
at over 2,000.000 tons per annum   (Trans.  Brit. Ceram. Soc.  53, 
293-313,  1954)  must have declined considerably due to the intro- 
duction of oil burning. 

After an investigation ef fectuati d in 1953 it wad concluded that 
where a suitable plastxc clay is available within a reasonable 
distance of a source of ash,   the manufacture of fired brick 
containing 80 to 90% of this material and 20% clay is a distinct 
possibility.  Both extrusion and semi-dry pressing were used here. 
Severthelees,   it seems that the particle eise distribution of the 
used clay and its plasticity seem to have an important bearing 
on the effects of adding pulverized fuel ash and therefore this 
ash cannot be mixed with all clays and every clay must be carefully 
tested to ascertain whether the addition of ash would be of any 
practical value. 

use of non-clay raw materials 

When the available clays do not possess the requis it properties, 
the clay technologist has to look for other source» of raw 
materials,   reaching even into the non-clay field or devise new 
and unorthodox manufacturing raethods. While some of these 
unorthodox manufacturing methods will be dealt with in another 
context,  it should suffice here to say that the proper treatment 
to be given to a clay will be the result of the teats which were 
discussed in this chapter. So for instance a Montmorillonitic 
clay which can not be safely dried may be used in dry-press ing 
or its objectionable properties may be improved by a preliminary 
roasting. Hard and apparently non plastic clays may develop a 
degree of plasticity for extrusion by fine grinding and should 
•ven this fail, brick or blocks could be molded from it using 
the vibration-compaction method normally reserved for molding 
concrete blocks, using a properly "doctored" clay as bond. Such 
a method was developed some years ago by the Armour Research 
Foundation for Saudi Arabia   (Bull. Araer. Ceram. Soc.  33,  218, 
1954). While in the Armour process bloated aggregate is used 
because thermal insulating properties were desired for use in 
a hot desertic country,  there is no reason "why ground, non- 
plastic* calcined or raw materials could not be used. My own 
results with materials of volcanic origin seem to point in that 
direction. Satisfactory brick have been developed by me in the 
Valley öf Mexico, where good clays amenable to extrusion are 
scarce, as the only available variety is an alluvial clay 
composed chiefly of montmozillendte with interlayered illite 
type layers, which exhibits extremely unfavorable drying 
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proparties. Ber« the greet abundance of a punto« could be made 
UM of in the manufacture of brick by means of the vibration- 
compaction method using as abound a small proportion of the 
abovs montmorillonitic clay. 

On th« other hand it was also demonstrated that excellent bricks 
could bo manufacturad from locally abundant volcanic scoria by 
bonding it with 10-20* of th« montatori llonit« cl«y and firing 
it at temperatures around 1000-C    (»uli. Amer. Cera*, »oc. IS, 
363-367,   1956) . 

Extrusión of limattone 

Th« us« of certain typ«s of soft and impur« limestones also 
belongs into th« category under discussion. Such materials hav« 
been used fox brickmaking in Havana,  Cuba since a long time. In 
the absence of suitable clays,  thee« limestones offer distinct 
manufacturing advantages, only lo to 12% water is required for 
extrusion and the material dries easily and when fired at SfO#C# 
is has the strength cf a clay brick fired at 870«C.   (Bull. Amer. 
Cerea. Soc.   35,  275,  1956) . About 10% of clay is added to the 
limestone to produce a yellow color. 

That this is not an isolated phenomenon is shown by the fact that 
the use of limestone has been in Honolulu, where with addition 
of 5% of weathered Java,  crushing strengths of 98 and 189 kg per 
sq.ee. were obtained with and without vacuum respectively. The 
firing temperature had to be at least 480»C otherwise the brick 
would slake, but if fired above 73o*C the CaoOj would dissociate. 

another inveetigation  (Bull. Amer. Coram. Soc. 35,  286-288,  1996) 
«mewed that usabla building brick may be produced from aeri« and 
danse limestone, the lattar acting as grog. Th« requisite 
of clay mineral is in the order of 10%. 

Th«sa examples have cited in order to show that the brick          
baa to display a great deal of imagination whan dealing with~briefc 
raw material«, especially when the traditional ones tail. 

ZXX. THE TECHNOLOGICAL PftOCBES 

The engineer'a ability to devise and design technologioal pr<  
la accordance with the requirements of his raw material, the availa- 
bility of mechanical equipment to meet these requirements and human 
oapacity to uae it efficiently, these constitute the second mat of 
resources for the anticipated e«v«lopment of th« clay brick industry. 

Other participants have already dealt with the production technology 
in considerable detail. We «hall concern us briefly with the Mic- 
tion of th« preparation method and particularly with the ramean 
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that »ay indue« us to chose either the wet preparation method 
as practiced in Continental Europa,  or tha dry grinding on« at 
uaad predominantly in th« U.S. and to son» extent in th« U.K. 
Our decision will dopend chiefly on th« characteristic« of th« 
availabl« raw material and to a lesser extent on the product 
to be manufactured. 

As ha« been pointed out already,   %asily slaking clays and s<  
nono-slaking but soft BTI? friab:     ones,   land theraaelv«« better 
for the w«t preparation method, especially if th«y are highly 
plastic or sticky. Por shales or som« of th« harder clay 
variati««,  dry milling ia the only reasonable answer. Th« nature 
of the product to be elaborated also has a bearing on th« 
subject. On« would be more inclined to use the dry grinding 
method in th« manufacture of face or engineering brick, but th« 
fact that these bricks are usually manufactured from hard clays 

I or shales also has something to do with the above preference. 
Th« distinction between a common brick and a face brick, which 
is almost absolute in the U.S. becomes progressively mor« 
nebulous as we travel eastwards from that country. Furthermore, 
each method ha« it« hard-core adh«r«nts who would not change 
their minds either way regardless of logical reasons that amy 
be expounded. 

Mich depends on the climate. Clays that are permanently wet are 
difficult to grind efficiently in a dry pan as even a dams clay 
will pack on the bottom and none of it will pass through. This 
is one of the reasons why some technologists prefer to use the 
wet preparation method even at the cost of having to use several 
sets of amooth roll to get the grain sise down to a reasonable 
figure. 

When z said that easily slaking clay« lend themselves better 
for th« wet preparation method Z realised that there are important 
exceptions to that general nul«. That is there might be clays that 
slake too easily. The clays around Baghdad in Iraq for example 
are extremely fin« grain«d and the brick extruded fresi them 
exhibit a great deal of lamination when prepared by th« wet 
preparation method. The helical coil, about which we talked a 
little while ago,  just does not knit well enough. We all know 
that it is possible to alleviate this defect by providing fer a 
comparatively coarae particle sise distribution. Since in laghéad 
even the addition of sand, which would almost certainly all«viat« 
the problem, was considered too expensive,  I have suggested «hat 
the clay be ground in a dry pan to a comparatively coarae aite. 
say S am,  tempered thoroughly but quickly before the coarse 
grains have had the chance to d«sint«grat«. 

HIM 
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if t »reparation 

«ta equipment used here would consist of a proportioning box 
feeder,  a clay ¿«integrator to break up the lumpe of clay and 
on« or taro seta of smooth rolla. Thia will be the very minimum 
and might work quite well with soft alluvial clays. More 
sophisticated installations may have in the first place a clay 
crusher or a shredder. The selection between the two depends oa 
the softness or toughness of the "•lays and on the degree of 
humidity. A shredder will be use* with the tough humid clays. 
This equipment will be followed by a wet pan where the clay is 
crushed,   tempered and squeezed through the perforated bottom 
plates. Beneath the wet pan there is usually a collector which 
collecte the clay as it passes through the slots and delivers 
it at single point for discharge into the first set of smooth 
differential speed rolls. Considerable homogenisation takes 
place in this collector   (Maukmischer)  and it is considered a 
good investment. 

Then there are either one or two sets of differential speed 
rolls. The number depende on the response of the clay to this 
treatment and on the type of product manufactured. The important 
thing is to maintain the rolls in good conditions ma they usually 
wear down quickly. Good rolls have attachments for grinding their 
surface. The connection between these machines is normally 
provided by slat type conveyors. 

Whether the clay will go directly to the extrusion machine, 
usually combined with a short length of pug mill,  or whether a 
double shaft mixer is installed between the last set of rolls 
and the extrusion machine depends on individual taste. My own 
experience indicates that some clay tend to produce an excessive 
amount of lamination if they are fed directly from the rolla te 
tmm extrusion machines, in these cases the double shaft mixers 
is of considerable help. 

The Problem of stones 

A special problem is created by the preeence of stones «ad 
pebbles. In the dry grinding process they are simply ground-up 
with the clay and then their effect* provided they are not 
limestone,  is similar to that of sand. If en the other head 
the wet preparation method is to be used, the situation becomes 
altogether different. Larger atones will be eliminated by the 
helically grooved rolla« but it ia generally the smallar stones 
that create problems, about 5% of stones not over 10 ma in the 
feed may be handled by che differential rolls« but at least «me 
sets with different settings must be used. Special attention 
must be paid here to the maintenance of the rolls as their 
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important property of the clay... " to read 
"....important properties of the clay...." 

Page 21. para 5. line 9 

SfeSSE* »....instance,  ii some ..." to read "... Ínstanos, if «we....»« 

Pan 30. para A, line 2 

 » '*•••.has been in Honolulú,....» to read «...hat been tee ted 
la Honolulu..." 
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ore...." 
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"according to Pals Leusden, ( Bar. Ifcut. lore*. Ose. 4Î, 345-351 /1970/) 
tòt length of the later should be 66-80>¿ of the auger dimeter, hut 
ia exoeptional oases up to I50*.   The oroee-eeotion of the spacer at 
the exit and should bo 1.5 to 2 tines largor them that of the entrano« 
end of the die.    I have found, however, aany exceptions to this rule- 
of-thuab.    Uso important is the length and the taper of the die.    It 
nay be said in general temo that very workable clays require shorter 
ani sore highly tapered dies.    On the other hand, leaner olays sean to 
require longer and etraighter dies,   again, exceptions are many.    It 
need not be stressed here that for a given day there is a nest satis- 
factory relation between the oroee-eeotion of the die, its length and 
its taper.   The aost oonvenient expedient, however, adopted by nest dies 
end olay working oquipaent nanufaoturere, is +he use of a design whioh 
aamld work satisfactorily with the greatest mwber of olays.    Such a 
«Miga aar differ considerably free, the ideal one." 

shovelled out and place"   to read "...shovelled out ani placed" 

"the adgas of....» to read "the ed*-es of....' 

"better Job im gound." to road "better Job ia found.1 

&'&f 
-*^-»-'—•- •*"•-"- - ~¡t^m-r .—        iiH.fcim.alfcilrriilT'iHTTf1-! 
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surfaces quickly wears hollow in the center and let through too 
many atones. * 

A better solution is to use stone removers, which are quite 
common in Continental Europe. Here the clay is squeezed through 
a*SÜLÍ?Xat*d barr*1- Tft«8« ««chines consume much power and their 
effectiveness is limited approximately to a 5 mm size. Everything 
else must be handled by the rolls. They will be normally installed 
before the rolls and after a double shaft mixer.  In some installa 
tion the wet pan is dispensed with altogether. "" 

The «lurry Method 

A very effective way to eliminate pebbles was and perhaps still 
is practiced in England. Here the clay,  usually won in the plastic 
*J? £        má* int0 a  slurry which is then screened and finally 
thickened by flocculation by lime,   then allowed to settle and 
dry-out to the appropriate consistency, A modernized version of 
this old method was devised some time ago for use with the Hudson 
River bank clay, which is normally too wet to be desintegrated 
mechanically. Here a  slurry of 2.o to 2.2 specific gravity is 
prepared by defflocculation with  soda ash in a continuous ball 
«iH which, however does not grind but only désintégrâtes the 
clay. A mill 180 cm in diam and 15o cm long is expected to handle 
25 tone of dry clay per hour. There are several ways in which the 
slurry may be handled after screening:   It may be either concentrât 
ed in rotary dryers and fed directly into the pug mill and soft- 
mud brick making machine, or ground dry clay may be mixed with 
it and molded. 

This method has some interesting possibilities for both the developed 
»nd developing countries, it is amenable to full mechanization and 
even automati sat ion but it may also be practiced in countries 
blessea with plenty of sunshine. Drying a slurry in shallow pita 
dug in the ground is not much of a problem as I was able to demons 
trate* in nest Africa. * 

The tirv grinding Process 

After the primary crushers the clay passes to the dry pan. There 
*•• fcsjejn * great deal of controversy about the type of equipment 
to be used in primary crushing,  jew and gyratory crusher have 
been mostly discarded by now as they are easily clogged by moist 
clay. The type now generally used may be either a swinging hammer 
crusher or a double roll crusher.  Incidentally,  this last type 
of crusher was used at the modern Beiden plant in the U.S. The 
t*o sets oí crusher installed here may handle 25 tons in 12 
minutes. 

lÉHHHHi 
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In better installation» the clays as received fron the pit ara 
dumped into th« hopper of an apron convayor that faada tha 
emanar below. Tha cru »had clay i a than alavatad by means of an 
inclinad convayor to a haight of about 8 to 10 matara abova 
fround and unloaded by maana of a trippar ovar tha whola lanfth 
of th« storage building.  In other da«igne,  tha crushed material 
ia dapoaited in bin«, which may be connactad by maana of apron 
feeder« directly with tha dry pan. 

If th« cruahed clay i a atorad on tha ground,  it ia usually 
picked up by bucket loader* which drop their load straight into 
tha pan. Refinement« in this raapact may comprise a hoppar with 
another apron faadar which than fead« the pan at an uniform rata. 

The largest sisa of lump« that may be fed into a aay 9 foot dry 
pan is about 10 cm. naturally, a modern dry pan,   equipped with 
large aiae extra heavy mullera is normally capable of handling 
even largar lump», but ita grinding efficiency «uffars. Tha 
smallar tha aisa of tha feed, or course, tha better tha grinding 
efficiency. 

Most pans ara designed for bottom discharge, that ia tha material 
that haa been crushed by tha mullera is thrown by centrifugal 
forca over tha slotted aereen platea and aay matarial not paaelng 
through these slots ia directed by maans of strategically 
positioned scr pars into tha path of tha aullar for additional 
grinding. Tha material that haa fallan through tha screen plataa 
is transportad to tha aeraans and aiavad to tha required aisa. 
Tha ovaraise ia normally returnad to the pan. Thera must be, 
therefore, a delicata balance betwaan tha aisa of tha aerean plata 
•lata and the openings of tha aeraan. 

Tha afficiency of a grinding-ecreening system may be judged in 
tarma of  (1)  Percentage of Recovery and (2) Circulating Load. 
(1)  ia tha percentage in tha ground product of f iaaa which will 
pass tha aeraan and  (2)  tha ratio of tha ground material dalivarad 
to tha screen to tha amount of tha acreened product. To calculata 
tha percentage of recovery at tha point of séparation,  screen 
aaalyela of tha faed and of tha ovaraise (or tailings) returning 
ta tha Bill ara required. Tha following aquation amy be uaadt 

100 (c-a) 

(be) 

vaerei    ft • Fractional recovery of fines in soreening 

• • 10* or pareant of finee recovered in Screening 

a • pareant of part lele coaraar than the point of 
separation in the feed to screen 
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b - percent of particles finir than the point of 
separation in the feed to »créons 

c - percent of particle« coarser than the point of 
separation in the overs!ae after screening. 

Wider nomai circonstances circulating loads vary from 1.5 to 
2.0. The percentages of recovery may be a* high as 95% but they 
«ay be also occassionally an lev as  50%. ^ 

The sensible thing to do when arcing a nc* operation, is to 
vary the width of thfc slots of the pan'e screen plates until 
the correct particle size distribution in the ground product 
is obtained. The relation between the siza of the grida and the 
amount of fines obtained will vary according to the -grindability" 
of the clay and the water content.  Sometimes,  the slots must be 
mad. so narrow that the mill's output is reduced,  if, on the other 
hand they are kept too open with relation to the desired point of 
separation,   the circulating load becomes excessive. 

Sometimes it might be a good practice to keep the slots more open 
than customary and direct the now considerably increased oversise 
fro« the screen into a hammerraill and grind it there to the 
required finmness. The pulverised tailings may the be transportad 
back to the screen but sometimes discharged directly into the 
bin. In this way the circulating load is considerably reduced 
or even eliminated completely, and the output of the system 
greatly increased. 

If several clays are used to make a single product, the blendina 
way be done at the time of loading the pan, in which case all 
the materials ara ground together and stored in a single bla. 
The proportioning may be done by means of bucket loaders or 
wheelbarrows,  m more modern installations each material is 
ground separately to the required fineness and deposited in a 
bin of its own. The proportioning is then done either by weight 
using poidometers or by means or vibrating feeders, other types 
of feeders,  such as apron feeders,  or rotary disc feeder may 
also be used.  In each case the individual raw materials ire 
unloaded on a single belt conveyor and discharged into the pua 
«IH or into the double shaft mixer. 

One of the most important features of the dry pan is its 
sturdiness,  reliability, essential simplicity, high productivity 
and relatively low and easy maintenance. Most of the wearing 
parts such as mullers,  running track plates, screen plates 
(grids) and even the Bevel wheels and pinions are easily replace 
able and of such a simple design, that they may bo east in aïiw 
larger foundry. Properly maintained, most Dry pans outlast 
by a considerable margin. 
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Scrsens 

Considerable Attention must be paid to the NTNM. in ths first 
placa it pays to heat than» electrically a« the incidence of 
blinding is much raduced. 

Until recently,  there haa been littla new development  *»**• 
design and construction of vibrating acraana. In old in»t»lia- 
tiona tha typa of screen mostly used worked with a relatively 
steep screening angla of 33«. In tha Baldan P^*J^tl"** 
above,  it was possibla to reduce screen area by 50% by tha usa 
of longar low angle acraana. This plant,   incidentally •«••»» 
90-95 tons par hour using 10-1.E x 3.7 m - 4.6 mm opening acraana. 

Another davalopmant in this lina is a scraan that opereta» ia a 
horisontal position made possibla by an upward and simultaneously 
forward motion of the screen which impulsas tha grain» to travel 
ovar tha whole surface toward the discharge and. This seres» is 
reported to be very efficient. At the Higgins brick plant in 
Cïhiiio, California, such a screen is even screening moist clay 
directly fro» the desintegrator. A horisontal screen of fears smay 
interesting poasibilitiea in plant design. With the old fclfh 
angle screen» the necessary head room was always conaiderebls. 
They were always hidden out of sight and not very accessible 
because of the height at which they were installed.  I haveJmxÛ 
many a plant aupar intendent complain about their inaccessibility 
which caused a chronic lacle of supervision and maintenance. Haw, 
these screens may be installed on the floor level whore they aro 
perfectly accessible for  inspection and maintenance. 

This waa made possible furthermore by another new development ia 
plant deaign. It is the preference for bolt conveyors in substitfl, 
tion of bucked elevatore, which, as has been recognised » long 
time ago, are wasteful of power nnd high on maintenance. 
Consequently, modern brickplants are now being assigned entirely 
without them. The pugging operation should be as thorough •• 
possible to aasure a perfect distribution of moisture through 
tha body. •ornatine even two extra length pugg mills have te be 
used. 

mwm afferà 
The shaping methods that may be utilised would be roughly the 
following» 

(1) The soft Mud Method 

(2) The S tiff-Mud extrusion Method 

(3) Tha Dry-Fresss Method 
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(4) The stlf f-Plaetie Method 
(5) Th« Vibration - Compaction Method 

Wo «hall not 90 into any detail as regarda th« constructional 
and operational f«atura« o£ th« individual processes. Th« factor• 
which will affact th« aalaction of th« shaping process will b« 
in ordor of importance, th« characteristics of th« ava i labia raw 
Materials as outlined in Chapter II and th« exigenciee o£ th« 
market. 

«1« soft-amd process is generally suitable for the manufacture 
af full bricks, especially if san dad surface« are required for 
u«« in facing. 

Another advantage of the soft-said proceso 1« th« large production 
capacity obtained from eoa« of th« available «achine«. The Dutch 
nade «achina« now in operation at th« new Beiden Sugarcreek plant 
handle 37-28 ten-brick molds p«r mi nut« thus producing around 
16 thousand brick par hour with three operators. 

Their drawback it the need to use pallets and the high propor- 
tion of molature which must be removed. Special chamber dryers 
arm required. Thie per ee would not be considered a disadvantag« 
in Continental Europe where this type of dryers is rather common. 
The other drawback is that while being versatile in tarme of 
surface finishes obtainable with them, not much elee but «olid 
brick may be produced on these machines. 

The stiff-mud extrusion procees is the most widely uaad en« ami 
ia thought to be the one moat susceptible to mechanisation. The 
equipment here used has considerable flexibility in tema ef 
the products that amy be manufactured with it. 

As far the stiff plastic process,  its uae is limited to the O.K. 
The wear «a the mold boxes ie aaid to be high. 

Dry-pressing, or aa it ia mora properly perhaps, called in 
England, «ami-dry procees ia from many viewpoints a vary attrac- 
tive eaa. The sisa of the product is more eaaily controlled ia 
it but to obtain the same degree of vitrification the firing 
temperatures must be a friffla than would be the caae with any 
ef «ha other plastic processes. However« when proper clays are 
uaad, there ehould be almost no dryer losses and the drying 
iteelf la faeter and cheeper becauee of the lower percentage 
of molature uaad in thie operation. There are exceptions to aia 
general rule, however, l an told. The rletton bricks in England 
ara «aid taba preeeed with 20% of molature. 
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JU.O th. manufacturing equipment ia more .impla. Tha ^àinq  and 
teroaring may easily ba dona in tha dry pan. Tha drawbacks of tha 
£y!£..2 mtïhod ara in my opinion two. Th. high rat. of wear on 
ttoiold box linings and tha ralativaly low output of th. V"*•** 
available pra.aaa. An output of 1500 brick par hour i. •" •»• °*B 

get avan out of ona of the modern rotary tabla !*••••• •*"!&*• . 
oTtSaea limitations, the famous Flattons of which 12.000.000 ar. 
turnad out par weak, are said to he all dry-preeaed. 

Tha vibration-compaction process is a relative newcomer in tha 
ceramic, field. But the large production «!»<*"•'- •**• °* 
handling, versatility in term, of siaa. and shape. "«J"**^1* 
low power consumption, make out of this process a thing of «• 
i^ttxV. It will be racallad that thi. method haa bean used hitherto 
only in tha manufactura of sand-eement or concrete blocks. 

Tha vibration-compaction method i. not meant for tendlin« ^"T* 
¿laetic claya. But non-plastic clays, non-clay materiale, ^in^d 
Äoatad clay aggregata., thayall may "•^J5J*",~ 
„eohine. using only a limited admixture of »I*<**"Y **•?*!* 
eliy.. tha amLfaeturad product, which dría, guickly. •**<*•» 
ba fired in any of tha many kiln typae availabla, including um- 
draft onaa. 

M» «*• time beimi tha atif f-mu4 extrusion process of farà tha *•*% 
!^aMlatn.!m valaatility i. ramarci, and pronti** oaj-i«! 
JSa^aing. in tha U.i. axtrudar. powarad by 250 Hf motora and 
producing aa many aa 18.000 par hour are not uncommon. 

Tha extrusion proceae ia at tha sama tima ona that puta tha 
greatest demand on tha clay's characteriatica and on unifowiitr» 
Faults, eueh aa lamination and coring are many. Tha P*e4*et *• 
ttoo »ara difficult to dry that any of ^ *?»»*2*f^ZL 
.haping method, and thara ia a let of water to ba *•***•*. •*•• 
though in thia raepaet th** antrat ion proeaas ia .urpa..ed by the 

everything eoneldared, tha auger •***»•*»» £^ *»»"*" 
we would .all a vary logical ana. *hare ia ^tói^ J****?* 
tha fact that in order to estruda our c^*^£v* ^/^ " 
firat into a coil that ia, in cHaemnriaoii with tha oroaa «MtM» 
of ana product, ralativaly thin, and than compre., it again in«« 
tha extruded column. Mo wonder that tha column, aa it émergea 
from tha die ia full of tanaiona and "^££"^- ***£ Lm 
«IM Min raaaon why thara ia a greater likalinaaa of troubles in 
thia proce.. than in any other a© far considered. 
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Where full or limply perforated brick are manufacturad, the 
tendency hai been to incraaaa tha atiffnaaa of tha extruded 
column. Last watar ia uaad and tha product may ba aat directly 
on tha tunnel kiln car», or avan atackad on pallata for lift- 
truck tranaport to tha dryar and than to the kiln itaalf. 

Tha eituation ia diffarant whan hollow producta ara extruded, 
WÎiïï ü*^not be stacked on« on toP oí anothar. in theec cases 
atiff bodieu may do considerable damage to tha rather weak 
bridgea to which tha dia'a corea ara faatened. And finally. 
the economy obtained in drying, becauae of tha reduced water 
content of the extruded product, may even be offaet by the 
considerably increaaed power consumption. 

There ia normally very little a brick engineer in a developing 
country can do about the design and conat uetion of hia extrusion 
machine, aa ita character i etica will have been determined by the 
manufacturer. Recent étudiée in extrusion indicate that too »any 
thinga about thie complex procesa are etili to be investigated. 

The curious fact ia that even auch an essential feature aa the 
optimum helix angle ia still being discussed. Neat authorities 
seem to agree on a 23» auger eventhough some still ineist aa a 
30» angle. I even heard one clay machinery manufacturer sadly 
complain that moat of hia colleagues in the trade inherited 
their die and auger pattarne from their predecessors fifty yeara 

Tha brick engineer in a developing country will have little ta 
do with the design of an auger and even hie extruaion diee will 
probably be pur oh« sad with tha bulk of the equipment. Mevarths- 
laaa if ha encounters troubles in extrusion he will have to knew 
jtt«fe "a** *• causing it. To auit his clays and to reduce the 
dsfiree of lamination« ha may have to vary the critical dietaaoa 
between tha tip of tha auger am. tha and of th* die. While tasta 
•Mat ba numerous except ione, it ia my experience that very 
workable (read «plastic-) clays require a shorter apacer sai 
visa varea. 

•rleka and tilea that emerge crooked from tha dryer ara •lernst 
alwaya due to an uneven flow. Sometimes this trouble ia oeaeed 
by a depoait of hard clay in the epacer and aometlmes tha die 
is not cantered wall enough. If tha defect persists evta after 
having oantared tha die, tha trouble amy be remediad by 
installing brakaa on the sida where tha flow ia fast. These 
brakea amy consist of 1/4" eteel plates introduced between the 
dia and tha spacer, ee that they protrude into tha path of the 
clay. 
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Th« balancing of multiple hoi« or hollow til« di«« i« «v«n »or« 
difficult. A new di« usually «how« an un«v«n flow «nd it i« 
normally the center that run« «low. Th« easiest r«m«dy is, of 
oour««( to incroas« th« separation of th« cor«« «v«n if that 
»«ail« that th« thickn«s« of th« web will b« incr«a««d. Un«v«n 
flow of a di« shows best wh«n th« column i« cut flush with 
th« face of the di« while the machine is at standstill. As 
soon as the machine is started and the clay begins to flow, 
•11 the points of imbalance will show at once, '¿he central wehe 
or partitions may be retarded and the whole column may turn to 
on« or the other side. It may be straightened by guiding it fee 
a half meter or so and it will seem to be running straight, but 
the imbalance will be there and the tile will as likely as net 
warp in drying and it »ay ev«n develop cracks. Th« imbalance 
must be corrected and the only va li i indication that it ha« 
been achieved is that the column runs straight even without 
guidance or support. One experienced manufacturer one« told mm 
that more defects wer« caused by faulty dies than by any one 
of the remaining causes. Be might have been exaggerating, how- 

As a mattar of principles it is always better to speed up the 
•lew sections than to retard the fast one. The man who said 
that was talking from the standpoint of power consumption. The) 
•bevo may be done, for example, by using core blocks of different 
lengths and of different tapers. One may then lenghten or shorten 
them to create more or less resistence to the clay flow. 

A special cause of troubles are the bridges behind the dies to 
which the cores are fastened, normally they cut the clay stream 
•• it flow* around them, but if the pressure In the dies is high 
énoufh, the strands are again united. But even so, • source of 
weakness will always be there. Thia, incidentally is believed to 
be one of the reason« while perforated or hollow tilos are 
mechanically more resistent in tie direction of extrusion. To 
•void the linos ef weakness in the tiles or bricks, th« tendency 
has been to mak« the bridges as thin as possible but there is 
then often the danger that they may buckle under pressure. The 
strength of a bridge may be increased by making it deeper instead 
of thicker. Bom« clay mon believe in «coring the bridges in the) 
expectation that this will Toughen" the cut surface ef the clay 
stream thus facilitating subsequent welding. 

The distance that the bridge is to be set back from the rear of 
the die «met bo determined experimentan/. It has to be sot book 

to allow the clay to come together again before it 
the die liner but not so far back that the stems to which 
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tha corea are iiitiMd become too long so that they night wHvt 
around under pressure and throw tha dia off balança. Eight to 
10 en between tha briaga and tha raar of tha dia seems to work 
quita wall in noat caaaa. Bridges may also halp to balança a 
dia, on tha other hand. Thay nay ba placad aoroaa »actiona of 
tha dias which run fast. 

Wire cuttara 

Por outting full or par for a tad brick thara ia nothing that can 
boat a steels's automatic rotary cutter, which cuts up to It 
brick at a tin«. I hava had ona of than at a plant and it waa 
alraady thirty yaar old whan I firat saw it. That waa in ltd*. 
It ia still in par fact operating conditions i an told, the 
pref«ranca in Europa runa towards autonatic singla vira cuttara. 
Thay ara fina piacaa of machinery. Under conditions of developing 
countries thay appear to ba aonewhat difficult to adjuat and to 
maintain, x hava aeen that by myself. Since the au tona tic rotary 
cutter, referred above, does not work well when the extruded 
Colinen ia not heavy enough, aa happens with hollow tiles, I would 
use e rotary hand cutter working on the sana principle and 
capable of cutting 32 - 3o x 30 en tiles pes Minuta. This would 
ba the best cutter for developing countriea. 

ssndicraft nick nnaufaofrure, 

It has been said that of all hunan activltiea it ia handicraft 
brldcamking that has changed the leaat since its invention. If 
what ia neant by that ia nothing elee but the act of filling a 
sold with nud and depositing the so ahaped object on the ground, 
then it night be so. After having seen this hunan activity in 
suite a few developing countries, I an inclined to aay that 
they differ a great deal and that consequently, they nust have 
also changed a great deal since the tine, long tine age, whan 
one of our predecessors in the trade nolded the loaf-shaped 
brisk which Kathleen Kanyon found in Jericho and which nust se 
datsd to at laset 5000 year a e.c. 

sons bricknakere work singly, other prefer to do it in s group 
or ia couples, tons bricknakere week standing, other squat en 
the ground. 

It is India's handicraft brick industry that sees» to ne the 
nest highly developed, (gee rig. •). And it nust sise have by 
far the highest output. Although X have no figures regarding 
the total output in the whole of India, it should raffles to 
say that the three principal cities of'the stats of Gujarat, 

, »arode and surat, produce hstween 300 nud that is Ahnedabad 
3SO nillion bricks per year •vea here, however, there are 
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variation in tha molding tachniqua. 

Tha moat fraquantly a«ployad ia tha tabla «athod. Thia ia aoauWhat 
mialaading aa thara ia no tabla. Initaad a caat iron plata which 
•arvaa aa tha botto« o£ tha »old ia fixad to tha ground. Tha plat* 
uaually baara tha raiaad initial of tha brickyard and ia providad 
with two ridgaa along ona o£ aach of ita largar and anortar •*-<*•*» 
Which halp in cantar ing tha »old   nd pravant it fro« slipping-off 
tha botto« plata, Tha reat of the molding equipment conaiata of 
aavaral ahaat iron plattana eowawhat largar than tha brick and a 
atrip of iron 1/42 thick and ao*a S" long which ia uaad to cut- 
off tha axcaaa of mud. 

Tha «oldar aguata on tha ground in front of hia »old, tha ina ida 
of which ia aprinklod with a raixtura of aand and fina clay and 
than placad on top of tha botto« plata. A bat of clay, Which haa 
baan praparad by ona of tha halpara, it droppad into tha «old, 
tha axcaaa of »ud acrapad off by »aaaa of tho abova tool and tha 
acrapad aurfaca aprinklad with aand. Than oui of tha of"******* 
ahaat-iron plattana «antionad abova ii placad ovar it, tha whola 
quickly turnad ovar and tha »old gantly liftad,  laaving oa tha 
plata tha da-a»ldad briek. Tha aacond plattan ia than placad o« 
top of tha damoldad brick, tha two plattana with tha brick 
aanawlchad batwaan tha» liftad and carriad ovar to tha drying 
placa whara tha brick' ia dapoaitad adgawiaa on a lavai ground. 
Tha «wo plattana ar« brought back to tha »oldar to ba uaad again. 

fha uaual divi «ion of labor ia auch that whila ona or two halpara 
praparaa tha bata, two othar do tha off-toaaring. Praquantly, 
howavar,  thara ia    only oaa »an to prapara tha bata and anothar 
for off-baaring. Vary fraquantly aiao tha whola faaily week« 
togathan tha ama doat tha »olding with   hia wifa praparing tha 
bata and childran doing tha off-baaring. 

«or»ally, Whaa tha off-baariag halpar ha. "turnad, a ••*£***** 
hat alraady baan daaoldad and la raady to offH»orn. Par tua mitiax 
drying tha bricka ara uaually laid on adga in rowa of 100 or•• 
laaving approxiaataly 10 e» apaea batwaantf*i**»¿¡¡f *i•¿J*?im 
amily output, which naturally dapanda on tha nuwbar of workara in 
tha craw ia aaid to ba tha following; 

2 halpara     200© 

3 halpara     2500 

4 halpara    3000 

m anothar aathod, aiao fraquantly practicad, tha acidar, aapattlftf 
ia front af hia »old, continually changaa hia poaitio» aa bri** 
aitar briek ia bain« »oidad «ad lëpoaitad flatwiaa on tha ground. 
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Page 52 

Insert in the second line of para ¿t    « ty oil. (gee Pig«, si to S5)« 

Page 5j 

Injert In the second line of para 6:   " uaed in India.   (See Pigs. B1-B3)» 

I* 59, para 1    line  12 

SfeâSgei   »...that a gap of flue..." to rcud »....that a gap or flue....« 

59, para 1„ line  11 

Chjangei»..„.icilnB ware provided...» to read »...kilne «ere not provi***...« 

g?ja^li_Jgara 4, line 7 

Changej^ «....under ware firing...« to read «...under-war* firing...« 

•62« para 5f lint j 

Change: »üotaiy of gear...» to read "lïotary or gear..." 

Para 1 should read: 

ÎZLiï   ,1*°* """Í bo »t^ged that aand *«* bloc*, are e^r^ 
pwmeable, whereas clay bricks, in virtue of their tortuou. porTÍwtÍÍ 

Íí Ü   ri   i?isignificant.   Here, unrondered biiek oonetruotioii. 2v* h*2 

oerned, inepite of the legemarilly heavy rains.» 

Page 67,  para I,  Hw„  ? 

SfcfJMgt "...must probably...» to read "...moet probably..." 

to. »ra y lin« 1 

»i "Pig 27 a*H*....«.to.read "ig.  2? A,B,C taoif....« 

#  *   •   #   w 
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In this CAM, however,  the cast iron bottom plat« it not fattened 
to the floor but it fro«. It« dea ig n i« alto somewhat different 
fro« the one d««cribed above  in the tense th«t it fit» into the 
»old like •  lid. The «oiler then proceeds generally at described 
above but instead of de-molding the brick on a platten,   discharge« 
it directly on th« ground by quickly turning over the »old and 
then lifting it gently to allow the brick to slid« out. Then he 
•hift« hit potition sidewise to mold and deposit the following 
brick next to th« previous one and to on. There are usually three 
people in « crew producing 2OO0 bricks per day. 

Regardless of th« molding method,   the brick« are l«ft in their 
demolded position for three days. After that,  th«y are stacked 
é high alternating headers and stretchers and leaving 5 cm «paces 
between neighbouring bricks and about 25 cm between adjacent 
stacks. The crew gets paid the equivalent of US $1.00 to 1.50 
par thousand bricks, th« prie« varying according to the locality. 

Th« salas prie« is ama singly low. A 9" x 4%" x 3-1/4 brick sails 
for th« equivalent of US $5 to $8 per thousand. Furthermore,  45 
millions of modular sisa brick 19 x 9 x 9 en war« contracted for 
by the Ospitai Project Circi« in Ahmedabad at a prie« of only 
US $4.40 par thousand. That was in 1967, however, AS to the 
quality, out of a lqt of 175 brick sampled at random,  90% showed 
crushing strength in excess of 35 kg per sq.  cm, which it th« 
minimum strength required by th« Indian Standard«. fifty par 
cant had strength over 50 kg per eq. cm. Th« average porosity 
is around 15* but moat of th« brick have about 13*. 

In Mexico, hand molding technique« vary a gr«at deal according 
to «ha ragion. In th« neighborhood of th« Capital,  the briek- 
maker work« with his mold on the ground. Th« mud la prepared 
usually in the lata morning and ia left soaking until the folio* 
ing day. The clay is won diroctly from th« bank nearby by «aim 
of a hoa. water ia g«n«roualy applied and worked into th« clay 
with the hoa. The molding operation starts in the early morning. 
Th« alx oavity mold is placad on th« ground on which ash«t from 
tha kiln ha« boon spread and levelled. The brlckmolder work« 
alone out ia generally aided by a hoy who carries tha mud fro« 
tha nearby pila, two trips ara usually required. Tha «ad, which 
if fairly fluid, nut highly thixotropic,  is poured into tha 
«old, each oavity thoroughly filiad, tha excoss of said eat-off 
by means of a rula and the surface polished with water. Then 
tha meld ia lifted leaving on tha ground six wall ehapad bricks. 
Tha mud is of good quality, highly thixotropic so that intplta 
of it« semi-fluid condition the freehly moldad brick dea« not 
•lump after the mold has bean removed. 
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The bricka are dryed in full «unshine without cracking. On« 
moldar and hi« infant helper produce  500 brick» per day tout they 
work much leae than 8 hours at all the work ie  fini«h«d at noon 
time. He gata paid approximately US $6.50 per  thousand. The 
brick sia« ia generally 26 x 13 x 6.5 cm but major sis« varia- 
tions are quite common. 

Turkey (Sea Pig. 8) 

in the country around Ankara in Turkey,  considerable handicraft 
brickaaking takes place. As many as 200 »wall acala manufacturers 
or better to »ay contractors, becauae that ia what they are,   «re 
said to operate. The dug out clay ia placed into long troncho«, 
thoroughly watered and left soaking overnight.  No kneading or 
treading is practiced. The mud is then shovelled out and place 
on the molding tables. A brickmaking crew con»ist of 7 men of 
which two do all the molding. They turn out 6-7 thousand toricka 
per day for which they are paid at the rate of 20 Turkish pounds 
per thouaand. The molding table on which the mud is placed i» 
provided with wooden "aprons" inclined at a degree of 45 degrees. 
It is thi« apron againat which the bricka are Molded. The «old 
itaelf ia a flimsy affair conaisting of two »treteher caviti««. 
Water ia used as parting material,  that ia th« molda are inmersed 
in th« muddy water contained in a wooden troug/h attached to the 
apron. The wetted «old i a then placed on tha »ame apron,  «nd 
rapidly filled with the »ud. One face of tha brick is, therefore, 
formed «gainât the water-drenched apron,  tha other by roughly 
wiping-off the excess of mud. This ia done by hand. 

Afterward* the mold, with its charge of «ud,   i a off-born and th« 
brick de-aolded on the ground. That face of the brick in cont«ct 
with th« ground ia always v«ry rough and unequal. Thi« i« du« 
partly to th« uneven ground but the rough wiping-off of the 
excess of mud in the previou« c*ration i« al«o responsible ¿or 
it. On the other hand,  tha opposite face, which has been molded 
against tha surface of the apron, and which after da-molding la 
"up", does not remain even wither. The friction of th« mud 
acainst the mold'a walls during de-teolding, causa« certain 
retardation of the brick'• surfaces aa a con««gu«nee of which 
the edge« of th« upper faea of tha brick always remain aomewhat 
raised. Tha result i« a concave shape of the upper f«ce of the 
brick. The crushing «tr«ngth of th««« brick averages 25 kgjam* 
•q.oa. curiously enough,  the above molding procedure i« repeated 
almost entirely in the brickyards «round Lamé in Togo. »V«n *fca 
mold is tha aame flimsy «MO «trttcher cavity mold. Tha only 
thing missing it the inclined apron. 

Iraq* the country «Aar« brickmaking «as probably invented, muet 
b« on« of the largest brisk producer« ever. In ltfi ther« -    - 
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81 factories around Baghdad producing around 756 million bricks 
per year. They tell for about US $10 par thousand. Mose of that« 
brick ara«  strictly speaking«  not handicraft brick, balng 
produced by extrusion.  In the meantime,   however, the production 
of true handicraft brick has not died out as could have been 
expected. In 1958 the production of hand-made bricks was  still 
estimated at some 1.2 million per day. By 1966 the production 
of handicraft bricks was limit ¿d to special square brick roughly 
g« x 9.. x 2«  or even 12" x 12" x 2". They are, therefor«,   similar 
to those old Babylonian brick that one sees in the Museum of 
Baghdad. 

Anyway,  these Baghdad handicraft brick fetch a much higher price. 
The 9n square brick sells for approximately $25.00 per thousand 
and the 12"  square ones get even as much as US $100. These bricks 
are used mostly for covering Baghdad's flat roofs or after cutting 
and smoothing the cut surface by means of vigorous rubbing, even 
for facing. For this purpose thay are preferred even to the 
extruded brick. No doubt on account of their more regular shape 
and absence of lamination. 

Defects of Handicraft Brick 

The chief defects of handicraft brick, which seems to be common 
to all countries where they are manufactured,  is their lack of 
malfermity and the great amount of déformation, warpage «te. 
These defects are generally due to sloppy molding. Sometimes, 
however« the molding is quite good, as for instance in some 
places in India and Mexico, but the brick are damaged,   some* 
times beyond recognition in the course of subsequent handling. 

The main reason is, of course« the lack of experienced workers. 
In most countries, the work is seasonal and only very few are 
willing te learn it properly end do a good job. Turnover  is 
weary large »ne the workers normally do not stay long enough on 
the job to learn the trade. Nor are most of them interested in 
it ai brickmaking it for them a temporary arrangement until a 
better jab is gound. B.t ickmaking just is not a very Incentive 

fertlal mechanisation may be the answer  in soma cassa. Slues 
•loppy molding ia one of ehief causes of the poor quality of 
handicraft bricks, I believe that the introduction of marnili 
extrusión units will go a great way towards obtaining a better 
quality. We should, however« beware of the example of those 
•O briekmakers of Iraq, all of then equipped with second hand 
extruders who turn out some 756 million bricks par year«  most 
of them »ore misshapen and cracked than nest of the handicraft 
brieks I have see elsewhere, if field extruders ire Introduced, 
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2000 »oh of «**» «1»^ *• WtPPOd in th. futurs with • "•" 
£M¡T-chin, of thi. typ.. *h. Nik* i. i«*-4. .xtraordi- 
nnrily lorg.. 

S^SÄI; £*«..-"¡iSTSÄ "poi« but .».c.ptibl. for 
S.y'conv.r.îonto^th.r typ. o* Ori».., .»eh .. tmm or D1...1 
tnain. *nd «v.n .loetric «otom. 

Th. »af« of mehiumxY to b. d.v.JLop.d would incluait 

il) A «•If-cöiitaiiiod bricto-rtcinf unit CK^.«* of a W J?"1' 
W «tf«r .xtru.ion .»chin, ond a hand-opor.t.d wir. «**« 

with a rtiort l.ngth o£ b.lt conveyor to fe.d th. pug «ill. 

(!) A »o»ilo ..Ifcontained .©ft««*d brietaamkiiif unit. 

(1> A hoariaontal pug-aiU. 

Of th. two brick «akin« •»ehi»..,  th. «coud io t# ^J*^*^',, srârsRr-rsrs sas« =A¿- 
T » _... visuali .im anali,  *»o or thr.« «aviti«» »oft «4 brick 
LSi!irth.rîouî-^«^o»n;<^ on MHU «nd hand-prop.il* ovar 
^PS^S^lm -o»l* d.po.it th. -old- bri* .»d th.» 
'_ -T~T:ri,. »h. „„t .pot. Thw would »ort in th. aan. faahion 
S. STítS. oonerS.Modc^-ihin.. now o» th. «rt.t. Th.«. 
".^UÏÏ^ho an, that »hat h.. 1—. don. for th. ooacrat. « 
•ana^Z-t block ou not ». don. for th. ol*y bric*.*»* * 
ZZt u7*ftar .11. »H. baliov.« fifty *•"• ««o lB th« •»••ibili» 
•f t BooMt wiroloaa th. il», o« . «toh boo». 

-  J»,« akuio. HM of our attltuoo toward! olaya, oUy PThaf ». —otti« «nano» •»• "• •      _.._. #i-«i» that axMt m 
¿¿¡S*, m* «fio****!«* ^î^JJTi I^^ 

rSmaSt« Símltti »ad thou fir*d U •«* •* **• kil?§ ?* f1*  ,, ¿ÎJZZi «• «hould th.n b. abl. t© u«o th. avoilablo hand propoli 
•^K^JiÄion^lii«« ••* w*ad not how to invent o «ovo» 
lSr«r?^?—^"»r »Äifet^iy. io not an «toy «»tu*. 

IV. DRY1M AMD D1YIM0 

Stylt« «*y *o*.c%. i. « «*^" »A*^ TX £T 
te« th. UiUm io no* »*aU*»*o. If ^*j^.Jf *;"* #i-¡L   *h« 
^nlrat.d, drylnf could tmm *• «oro .«foiioiir. thin flriuf. ïno 
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•on« kind of quality standards will have to be e s ta eli »had and 
a mechanism devised to enforce them. These standards must not 
be too rigid nor too high but they must at least guarantee a 
decent shape and a minimum crushing strength. The latter property 
will have to opacified in accordance with the established local 
construction methods. 

Wed for Simple Extrusion Units 

As far as I know there is no extrusion machine on the market now, 
that would be cheap and simple enough but sturdy to take much 
abuse,  and therefore suitable for field installations and work. 
Under these conditions,  those enterprising bri comakers in develop, 
ing countries who want to start on their road to mechanisation 
have to turn to second hand extrusion equipment discarded by 
european brickplants fifty years ago. 

The need for such simple extrusion units is very pressing. No 
de-airing is required and their output should ba around 5.000 
units per day. The brick should be extruded preferably "on and" 
and smaller auger diameters,  perhaps not exceeding 20 cm, used. 

I have seen a small stiff mud extrusion unit in operation at the 
Firestone Plantation company near Barbel in Liberia. It extruded 
end-out brick through a 4 V x 3-1/4" die. The brick although 
fired in up-draft kilns were of extremely good quality and were 
extensively used in the Company's con truc ti on programmes. These 
brick needed no plastering nor inside painting and the exposed 
brickwork stands up to the elements remarkably well. There is 
said to be no maintenance over the year and even the heavy 
rains of this region do not stain the outside brickwork. In the 
words of Firestone officials,  these brick were the outstanding 
building material for maintenance-free low cost housing, getting 
back to the need for field extrusion equipment, a few words in 
connection with the pugging and grinding equipment to go with 
the above axtrusing unit. The need for it will depend on local 
conditions, with some normal surface clays of the type used in 
India, in Mexico and in many other countries,  no grinding is 
necessary, only soaking overnight and the mud may he shovelled 
directly into the pug mill of the extrusion machine. For mera 
difficult clays, soma type of a clay crusher may be required. 
A set of rolls will suffice to break up the clay and the soaking 
will be done on the ground or in souring pits. 

Suoh a machina will have to be specially designad for those 
seaUHsechanised brickworks and clay working machinery manufac- 
turers around the world should start paying attention to this, 
potentially enourmous market. It must be recalled that in India 
alone, the number of Bull's ring kilns is estimated roughly at 
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amount of heat actually required to fir« 1 kg of clay in a 
Hoffmann kiln to 1000°C is said to be approximately 320 kcal. 
(Rechnungigrundlagen für den Entwurf und den Betrieb keramischer 
Brennöfen, Wilhelm Knapp,  1948) .  On the other hand the require- 
ments of heat for drying may vary from 1000 to 2000 kcal per kg 
or water evaporated according to the efficiency of the dryer 
installation,  so that to dry 1 kg of fresh brick,  200 to 400 kcal 
may be required.  Unfortunately not even in the best designed of 
Hoffmann ki.lns is it possible to dry more than one third of the 
brick required alone by the waste heat from it. Mo wonder that 
most brickworks make extensive use of open air drying facilities. 
Of 21 mechanized brickworks in an    uropean country I have visited 
in 1966 only 6 were equipped with artificial air heating facili- 
ties,  however defficient they might have been,  and fourteen did 
not even use the waste heat from their kilns. 

The availability and amount of waste heat depends on the type of 
kiln used so that the problem should really be discussed in 
connection with them, we may say,  however,  that only a modern 
car tunnel kiln, with its efficient utilisation of the heat 
input, permits the drying of the whole amount of brick fired 
through it. Modern kilns of this type are very expensive, however, 
and it is still questionable whether the manufacture of common 
bricks and tiles in developing countries, with their dearness of 
capital,  justify the'huge investments required. More will be said 
about this in the next chapter. 

At any rate« most African countries that are blessed with plenty 
of sunshine, will have to make efficient use of this commodity. 
Open air drying will therefore be used almost exclusively. 

Whether or not permanent shed will be built or whether the piles 
of drying brick will be only covered by palm leaves and the like, 
will depend on local conditions and climate. Hand molded bricks 
•re normally left on the ground until they reach the stage where 
they may be handled without damate to them and are then piled 
up for subsequent drying. During the rainy season they muet be 
protected from the rain. Nevertheless the degree of protection 
depends on the rain's intensity and direction. 

With machine-made brick of the continental European type,  it is 
well to utilise pallet - or lath - loading automatic or semi- 
automatic equipment in combination with an elevator, gathering 
frame, finger oar stc. This kind of equipment is well known. 
And even if the automatic loading system as a whole is not availa. 
ble, the elevator, and the finger car are always a good invest- 
ment, zt is recoaetendabla, however, that outdoor facilities for 
depositing the loaded pallets or lathe be provided. They stay be 
•imply and cheaply made. All that is required is a structure 
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open from all sides but protected from the rain and capable of 
supporting the ledges on which the loaded pallet come to rest. 

Where »tiffer brick and tiles are extruded,  they may be loaded 
on pallets up to. a height which must be determined experimentally 
and which would I» about eight courses high. These pallets may then 
be transported either manually or mechanically by means of the 
many available lift-truck  (Fig. 9)   or even by means of special 
Tilting Brick Trucks  (pig. lo)   (see photo) . They are no longer 
easy to obtain,  nowadays but being so simple they may even be 
manufactured locally. 

The ideal thing of course would be to set the brick for drying 
in the same way they would be hacked for firing.  It would then 
be possible to pick them up by means of a lift truck and deposit 
them in the dryer. After drying the pack would be picked up 
again and deposited in the kiln, unfortunately the large mass 
of brick required ror this operation to be efficient, requires 
drying by convection in artificial dryers of the chamber type 
and is not suitable for open air drying in outdoor sheds. 

«hen it comes to artificial dryers,  there seem to be room for 
much improvement. The most efficient system of course is loading 
•tiff mud extruded brick directly on tunnel kiln cars and drying 
them through a continuous dryer. Unfortunately,  however, unless 
we have a tunnel kiln operation,  this excellent system can not 
be practiced. 

We usually distinguish between continuous and periodic or chamber 
dryers. They may be of the tunnel type eventhough I have seen 
quite a few chamber dryers that were as wide as they were long. 
They were used mostly to dry packs on pallets by means of 
Kotomixair.  I did not think much of them. 

Most of the dryers using the pallet system and finger ears are 
of the periodic type, that is they must be loaded and then 
unloaded again, during which time they are out of operation. 
Mieli time is lost there. In addition to that, heat is lost in 
heating the structure of the dryer itself. The air distribution 
system of many of these periodic dryers still leave considerable 
to be desired. Sometimes there is just a series of round holes 
In the bottom through which the hot air is blown. The spent air 
is then allowed to leave by another series of holes in the 
ceiling, usually connected to a stack. No wonder some of the 
drying times arm so long. There is some room for improvement. 
In one of the recommended design« there is a slot in the center 
of the tunnel's floor along its whole length. The slots have 
an "A" profile mad act at injectors in increasing the upward 
velocity of the air. linca, however,  the hot air is usually 



blown into this flue  from one end,   that part of the dryer cloeeet 
to the air's entrance receives most  of  it and the points farthest 
from it the least. Therefore the width of the slots is varied 
being very  small at the beginning and then gradually increasing 
towards the end of  the  flue. Furthermore,   exit openings in the 
tunnel's ceiling are  connected to an exhaust fan for the renewal 
of the air. This permits recirculation of the still warm but 
partially moist air  from chambers nearing the end of their cycles 
to those  jusc beginning on it. 

Theoretically, at least,  continuous tunnel dryers are to be 
preferred. Until something better  is  invented they depend on a 
train of dryer cars on which the brick are loaded. The train is 
gradually pushed through the dryer by means of a suitable pusher. 
Counterflow type dryers are usually better,   above all for  stiff- 
mud products,  as in  then» the fresh ware comes first in contact 
with moisture laden air carrying the moisture removed from the 
drying bricks ahead.  On the other hand there is some danger of 
condensation of misture on the frequently cold bricks. The 
exhaust of the moisture laden air i a usually by means of a stack 
or an exhaust fan. 

In order to operate efficiently,  continuous dryers must be provided 
with wet and dry bulb thermometers and the humidity of the air 
controlled at strategic points. Controlling the humidity of the 
air is not enough, however, the amount of air going through the 
dryer must also be controlled. The adjustment may be made on the 
incoming air or at the dryer's outlets or  stack. The adjustment 
should be made in accordance with a relative humidity reading at 
some point in the tunnel. For example a reading of 70% RH at a 
point three car lengths from the cold end might be set up as a 
standard. When the humidity at this point increases,  the incoming 
air or the stack dampers are opened somewhat.  It is desirable to 
manipulate these dampers so as to maintain a positive pressure 
in all parts of the tunnel in older to prevent cold air leakage 
into the aystera.   (Bull. Amor. Cerare.  Soc.  35,i   471,   1956). With 
all that,   it may be  said that continuous dryers are not easy to 
control«   especially if there are frequent changes in the sise 
and weight of the products. And of course,   they operate best 7 
days per week, week-end interruptions in the supply of course, 
throw the operation out of gear. 

Another thing I dislike about continuous tunnel dryers is that 
they must use cars which must be loaded and then unloaded at the 
exit end and the dry bricks transported by some mean to the kiln. 
The eispty cars must be returned to the extrusion machines to be 
loaded again. Return tracks are required and of course transfer 
tracks at each end of the tunnels. And dryer cars are bulky and 
awkward to handle. But than I might be prejudiced against the». 
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I. IHTRODÜCTIOM 

A mechanised brickwork even of the traditional type may coat a 
million dollars and a modern one ae much as 10 million. A 
handicraft brick manufacture may be started with lees than 10 
thousand. On the other hand a 100.OOO brick per week output 
may require 19 men in a mechanized plant whereas five men turn 
out ten thousand handicraft brick per week. The manpower figures 
are West's (The Establishment of the Brick and Tile Industry in 
Developing Countries, Unido, 1969) and probably reflect condi- 
tions in the U.K. The expenditure of man-hours per 1000 brick 
will be roughly 8 for a mechanised brickplant against 20 for a 
handicraft operation. 

In spite of this high difference in man-hours, industrially 
made full brick were never able to compete with handicraft ones 
under conditions of most developing countries. The price ratio 
in most countries I have visited is 1 : 1.5 to 1 * 2 for suds1 

countries like México, Turkey, Iraq and Togo. Mo comparison is 
possible for India where until recently no mechanised bricks 
production existed and 9- x 4»s» x 3- handicraft bricks sold for 
as little as 40 to 60 Rs. per thousand or US $5.00 to S.OO. 

The reasons for this may vary from one country to another, but 
the principals may be enumerated as follows: 

(1) the labor is paid less 
(2) there is no overhead in the handicraft operation 
(3) there are few if any maintenance expenses 
(4) there is little equipment to be amortised 

However, the decision as to what type of manufacture is to be 
promoted and finally established, will depend on many factors 
among which the availability of the required capital is only 
one. What must also be taken into consideration is, that handi- 
craft full brick will be under normal conditions considerably 
cheaper than machine made ones and« therefore, more accessible 
to the broader strata of the population. 
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One of the greatest attraction of clay brick in most climates 
it the possibility of using them unrendered,  that  is exposed, 
and it was precisely handicraft bricks that were highly 
appreciated for facing purposes because of the variety of 
interesting textures,  range of colors and shades they were 
able to contribute to a construction. Very few of the handicraft 
bricks I have seen around the world would be suitable for facing 
purposes. The main reasons are their relative shapelessness 
high porosity and low mechanical strength. Furthermore, my own 
experience indicates that any serious attempt to improve their 
quality will almost certainly increase their cost to such an 
extent that the price will not be much below that of machine 
made bricks. 

Then, when it comes to larger sizes,  be it a hollow tile or a 
large brick with 30-35% of voids,  the situation becomes different, 
because these products do compete advantageously not only with 
full brick of the artisanal type but also with the ubiquitous 
sand-cement block,  if the comparison is made on the basis of the 
wall area. The following is an example from Liberia« 

ÎSSÈèSS. **U IMF«* ft fwi 9i Wile 

Sand-cement block, 16" x 4" x 8" 128 sq.in. i 14.6 
Clay brick,  10H x S" x 6" 60 sq.in. i 14.4 
Clay Tile      14" x 4" x 8" 112 sq.in. i 12.8 

Some architects object on aesthetic grounds to the use of large 
brick or tiles for facing as it is bolieved that  "thin" bricks 
(any brick the length of which is more than three times its 
thickness) give a much more pleasant impression. The appearance 
of unrendered walls made from tile 3   (or bricks) as large as 
30 x 16 cm in Prance and Switzerland indicate the great rang« of 
possibilities open to the large eise unit, and testify to groat 
number of pleasing faca dos that it is possible to obtain with 
thorn, we should do wall to concludo«  therefore,  that a largo 
sise clay unit which is boti: cheaper to make and to use, should 
net constitute an obstacle to its successful employment in 
unrendered walls. 

We might conclude «  therefore,  that for large and above all 
capital cities, some type of mechanised brickwork should be the 
most appropriate type of manufacturing installation. The mechan¿ 
ration does not need to be complete, but my own experience indi- 
cates that even partial mechanisation should include either 
power extrusion or some other type of mechanical shaping method. 
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openings connect tL tCnneMv'i-h H-  \  >X' e^"'^-  *»••• 
tur. -.nnectecï wich a f"" "TV ^t"  l'T* f:ueS Whioh *"• *» 
the exhaust .-„.B M! £ ^niJ S\  "*

hau": and the '*••« <* 
firing uniformity th« co, £ur r i" lí' mBa"S   ^"P"8- T° "«=«• 
setting. To achieve that th"" tlSH-T" ??". •*""* th« 
into two halves in ,uch\ »7-, ¡-* , *   ^"gitudinally divided 
them. UCh a WJy that a "aP °f Ö« is left between 

In most recent kilns the fecondar-' air uki„i • 
represent 70% of thn total co.ñbus'tioí áir •   "^  °"'" My 

the cooling end of tv- kJ,. Í •   ° -   requirement, comes fro« 
block by the a.tion of ït,\  h'^"«.'-nc'ureä through the burner 

combustLn :ir 'LTatLin tlllìf^'ÌT.'l •  ,•" """«"r 
in older installations theÄ' atllL^    " 65° t0 75°*C- 
the burners while the secon.terv air ^"f ^ *" 'nt"' thro»«h 

openings and the rest drawn frL tL LÍÍ   ""    "°Und th" burn*" 

most modern tunnefx^ns "   "' *• C°mm°n featura« °f 

host English and p.s.   tunnel >,im designa disfar ba.'callv £r« 
taoüe used on thr rnnf-in0n*-   ; A   wa»-.cax4.y xron 
r.f *->,*  *<?• Continent in  one  important aspect. Th« width 

ctuìd ÌÌ^^tìTlT^T^  *» •^ "> "»* ^ -« 
time-  iTvon * -, 15° Cm-   Even so'   Precautions are soae- 

firing^er^ïrund^r^tting J^ì^lt °" "" «" «* 
individus 1 car 's tting. /% ^o• Vkiín ^t^^iT^nUy 

these inspection tunnel, „ere used maî"ly i° the c»e of «2ekî«y 

from overturned  <s^-n v,•    mi  ^ case or wrecKftg« 
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^'0"*d bric*<   £ired anywhere at looo - Uoo-C,   th. daily 
2%Z\Ty Í* PUt at  3C" k" pcx "**« °f kiln  length forkiln. 
und.r 60 m long ano up to about  1500 kg per day Zr met« of 
kiln iwa.uring loo „etera ^„d ovev . Thr last ÄJZI wîïî .    , 
..pacially to the rather recent knnl 9 U ,PPlY 

«ru^rafrobr»1" ^ ? qaae°l,e evanth°"9h very sati.f.ctory 
IZ^^UìT:: ^^T^^-

when «*» =0.1 i. 
th. top,  thu.  .inmlatar.g condition» xn the Hoffmann kiln. 

tÎon..ïtn
netd:ve"o^:nt0Îf

H:Î;-ti
a

nr '17hly "*» inten'^ »P~i mv¿     ¿      ,    u,svc:j-0P,n®nt ot  fating machine« has been rath*«» «i^T 

lìti Ï"? ve?n lar9£iy rtUtì '"the v«iaty o£ .i«ír«3SS w 
«o.t brlckplants. Effxcient setting macMnes have oten aîr«L 

a«    rfruì"' T*1 OÍ th~ "" b«in« u"d 'ucc.sXîy^Tnîv 
turino\?t', Very £Jexible- f»- this reason plant. ianufTL 
Ï^I ti    P      r,n9! 0f product" have to fal1 ba=k on m£. 
•i«ple labor-saving devices.  In the Beiden plant    for ineCno- 

«ÎtÏ„rkthf%br°U?ht t0 the h"Cke" b* ^Anv.yoî. "oT*' »•tting.  the tunnel car. are olaced on an .levator .o ««"11. 
level may alway, be adjusted according  to th. h^^oíln. 
cour... being .et. The hackers „ever change  the" po.ttioí   Thi. 

is requxred. tor more conmon clay product. p.rhap.,   pr.-.et 

Ä3r
15t,Ä.'lt,-r Jy •"-"" c"n" « *«TLE 

VI.   OIL FIRING BRICK BINNING KILKS 

Oil i« one of the cheapest  fuels and one of the moat ea.i—t t« 
hana,    and to u.e.  in one African country whert TworHS ícl 
¿2*Tf T WhtCh/id ^ •» P-oéuae oil.  ¿ ^SlhaHn 

Hin it 9¿*ÚV 0f K
U
 
âre waiUW<- Tha following elauifie»- 

i 1    ^Md °n the COIB«G«ial standard« of the »t lenii wZ*» of standard« of the u.s. "«louai Bureau 

SUffifelL 
1 DiatUate oil for use in burner« r«*ttiriaf 

a volatile fuel. 

Diatilate oil for use in burner« requirina 
* moderately volatile fuel. 
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Distilate oil for use in burners reauiriM 
a low-viscosity fuel. r*iuiring; 

Oil for use in burners requirina m *>-Aì 
viscosity fuel.      requiring a medimi 

6 
Oil for use  in burners  equipped with «,.. 
heaters permittina ^ kJnTT    *lth pr*~ *^*.mxtT:ing a high viscosity fuel. 

These oil differ in +->»«» < 
all viscosity. So fc^J^ £»'"** *** and above 
(»•asured at  5o*c)   of the oil! I      faybolt Purol viscosities 
that are presently of Interest t^us  T ^ 6 the ORlv <•« respectively. merest to us,  are 4o and 300 seconds 

Por economic firing of brick th« •.* 
Ho. 6.  its heat value is usuaï?! ^*ÎJUÊportMnt is of <=<>««« grade 
par liter. U8UaU* in the neighborhood of 10.000 kcïl 

The easiest and simplest wav *-« *„..     *    , 
i. to laddie it directly Into the firSíVí1 *" firing bri<*8 

f ¿* i8 act«*"Y done i£ ;^: Middfe Lit ^I8 °V f ££ÉMB kiln- 
A better way is to mix it wi**    *T      T      olX Pro<tocing countries 
iraqui briefer. a^und ÄÄ^'  rlc# *»***'  •*• 
a considerable advantaae    Î?.      7    Ï* Ba8ra use this «ethod to 
«»or. sophisticated      S used^aï**"* Í8 itS «—•i»—^A 
•o», top fired tunnel kUn is to in      Í" ?offraa• Win« and in 
hole at predetermined intervals d ^ th* °iJL into th« «ri»» 
valve, operated by meanTof SLSJ'T" • °£ 8pecial iroP^" 
••Facially of ItaiiaT^nuLc^ ,       /ir'  SôVeral «••¿9««, 
the world. n IBm,»f*ct«r« are in use in Europe and around 

Atoaizatinn 

tor use in other kiln in.**i i»*.. 
corr^t „ay to b»£ L"^*   n'cV'rí""0" '' th« «* 
not work v.ry well in^oif»• ku"-^1^' ato"lMd »" **• 
Jjood for top firm,. x tavT^Ä ~.„"5?.?" " ? B<* 
kiln by M.», of ,toi,i«.d fual oil «J !" ?! firin* of • Hoff».»« 
*»• •ituat.d in a .hallow ¡"i ^íj"? ¿" ***• «•• th. burn« 
»•n what w. would eilend« w«nïri•' ï"" £1°°r- »*• "•• 
«»•par. th. raault. obtained iñ Siií      "T * "'" *1,° «"• to 
obtain* in . jam of £¡ ^ d«!^1?^" °,M with **«>•• 
but íirad by n»a„. of i«£u£I!i£~?"    "í U*ín* *"• •"»• CÍ*Y. 
oí th. ..cond plant w." m£nÄ ¿T?/"" ,h°V*- "» rMU"« 
ov«-fir«i w.r. «en x„,UfiluU1ï *>•"« - th. proportion of 
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Incidentally,   the most interesting oil atomization method I have 
ever seen is being practiced in  firing the  so-called  "Koora" up- 
draft kilns around Baghdad.  Here the oil is fed by gravity to a 
burner  tip inside  the kiln and  its atomization is achieved by 
means of steam,   generated in a water-fed coil attached to the 
burner and heated by radiation  from the firing chamber. 

Considerable attention has to be given to the choice of  the 
atomization method. The following table may give a good idea 
regarding the power required to atomize loo liters of oil per 
hour for each of  the possible atomization methods: 

Low Pressure air burners,  air at 0.07 kg/sq.cm.        2.75 HP 
High Pressure air burners,   air at 5 kg/sq.cm. 10.00 HP 
Steam Pressure burners 3.00 BHP 
Mechanical Atomizing Burners 0.85 HP 

Assuming steam cost at US $2.00 par 1000 kg and electric current 
at é 4 per Kilowatthour we have the following comparative hourly 
coat of operation per 100 liters of burned oil: 

Mechanical atomization ¿2.5 
Low Pressure Air at 0.07 kg/sq.cm. é 8.0 
Steam Atomization ¿11.0 
High Pressure Air,   5 kg/sq.cm. ¿33.00 

The above tabulation indicates the unsuitability of high pressure 
atomization. Mechanical atomization,  though the least costly to 
use,  is impractical for our type of operation as the high oil 
pressures involved cause a too rapid wear of the atomizing nozzles. 
Burners of this general type also show a limited turn-down capacity. 
We are,  therefore,  left only with low air pressure and steam atomi 
za t ion. 

Although most of the less viscous fuel oils may be delivered to 
the burners by gravity feed, high viscosity oils Ho.  5 and 6 
require pressures of at least 1 kg per sq. cm. Rotary of gear 
pumps are used for that purpose. To be pumped efficiently,  the 
above two grades of oil must be heated at temperatures sufficiently 
high to reduce their viscosity. Burners will operate better when 
supplied with oil of constant viscosity which can more easily be 
obtained if the oil is heated at temperatures at which the oil's 
viscosity changes very little. This will allow the widest varia- 
tion of temperatures with the least change in viscosity. Por oil 
No. 6 for instance a difference of 10*C in the range of 100-110#C 
will cause the oil's viscosity to vary only from 80 to 12o seconds. 
The same temperature difference in the range of 55-65*C will cause 



the viscosity to   fluctuate  botwn^j, ¿^ :in¿   i?.eo  socendo. There 
is a  great   variety  {.f oil \.¿ct'r¡; or. the mûrkai.,  EUctric 
heaters ar-  frequently u.^oa eveiVhough rhö most practical are 
steam operated on^s. 

If  low pressura à ionization   is urccl ths air  pressure should be 
at  least 0.O7  kg p,r  sq.cm.  The. amount of air required  for 
atomizaticn wi.U depend en  the draft conditions of the kiln, 
pressure of  the atomizing air,   .naximu'n temperature to be 
developed etc.  At e.ú,   K^/sq.cro air pres3nre and moderate kiln 
draft,  approximately 4L*, of the  total combustion air should b« 
used in atomi nation. The totdl  combustion air requirement must 
be calculated  from the oil's  chemical analysis but it may be 
roughly figured by means of   the  following rule of thumb: 
Divide the B.T.U.'s per uni¿ of  fuel by looo and  U12 result 
vili be roughly equal  to the cu.   feet of total air required to 
burn that unit of fuel. 

As  for the burners,  a great variety of the,.» ¿ira available.  The 
most simple  consist of an inner  oil nozzle  carrying the oil, 
surrounded pay an  inside air   nozzle which has  a venturi bore. 
The oil leaving the oil .no.Tr.le opening encounters the stream 
of priinary air as  it passes  through the venturi  of the  inside 
air nozzle.  This primary air has G  rotating   notion imparted to 
it by means  of the primary air  supply openings which are tangen 
tially arranged. This high velocity rotating primar/ air thoroughly 
breaks up and atomizes the oil.  Refirementa  may  include the  utilisa 
tion of secondary atomizing air   through a ho.ll encloüing the  inner"" 
oil nozzle with its enveloping primary air  nozzle. The pressure 
air  is provided by a suitable blower. Both the amount of air and 
that of oil must be capable of being controlled very efficiently. 
A normal oil  firing circuit will be operating on the closed 
circuit principle. That  is approximately twice the amount of oil 
required for  firing will r>e circulating at nil times. The burner« 
connected to it will take only the required amount of oil and 
the rest will ta returning back to the storage tank. Each burner 
will be equipped with its own graduating valve and an oil strainer. 
The whole operation of such a  system will become claar during the 
discussion of a complete burning system for use with scove kilns. 

Before proceeding further,   the problem raised by the absence of 
electric power at many of the handicraft brickitiaking sites in 
most developing countries,  must be discussed. As we have seen« 
power will be required here for the following purposes: 

(1) To pump and to atomize the fuel 
(2) To heat the oil. 
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If electric power   is not available,   the best  thing  to do is to 
use ottani for atomirati on,   and for   he¿\ting the oil-  Excellent 
steam heaters are available.  They are easy to operate and very 
reliable.  Steam may aleo be used to pump tho  oil.   Piston operated 
pumps are easily obtainable.   Personally,   1 prêter  steam for atoad 
zaticn and for  doing all the other   chores,  as with  them there   is 
less iraintenance.  Furthermore,   a boiler   is the least complicated 
of power  equipment and ooiler   operators  are easily trained.   It 
may not be  the most  efficient thing  to do,  however,   from a 
strictly engineering poini; of  view. 

Oil Fir .'.li; Installation  for Use with Scove Kilns 

The oil burning instillation which will  now be described was 
designed for use precisely with a  large  siae  scove kiln. Por  the 
reaeonswhich were already discussed,   steam was selected for a to» i 
zation. "*' 

When figuring  the requirement of steam  for atomiiation,   it has 
to be born in mind that eventhough  it may vary from 0.25 to 0.5 kg 
of steam per  liter of oil,  a  careless operator may waste as much 
as 1 kg of steam per liter of oil.   It is,  therefore,  safer to 
allow 0.5 kg of steam per liter of  oil.  Let us turn now to pract¿ 
cal operators.  In the U.S. The lowest Boiler HP required par 
burner is 2h to 3 with 4 kg/sq.cm.   steam pressure,  but better 
results are obtained with dryer steam obtained at say 7 kg/sq.ca. 
pressure. 

The oil  for our operation will then be deposited in a say 50.OO0 
liter tank.  Its bottom will be one meter above ground level so 
that the oil may flow by gravity into the recirculating and 
auxiliary tanks. We will do well to  install a  steam coil insid« 
this main storage tank for heating purposes.  Its capacity will 
be about  40OO liter. A cteam operated piston pump will take th« 
oil from the auxiliary tank and pump it to the burners. A 
schematic view of the burning and distribution system is shewn 
in figs.   18 to 26. As may be  seen in figs. 18 and 19 each burner 
is provided with a needle-point valve to control the access of 
oil. Globe valve control the steam supply to the burners. The 
connections are made in such a way that by loosening the two 
universal joints on each side of the burner,   the whole assembly 
can be swung out,   leaving the  firing opening  free. This is 
important especially at the end of the operation when, having 
finished the  firing,   the openings have to be blocked. The oil 
line is oversize,  at the start - but the diameter decreases by 
J|" every five burners. The return line from the last burner is 
one inch. As regards the steam line,  a  single  2*5"  line leads 
from the boiltr to one side of the kiln. There it  forks off 
into two 1-5/8" lines running along each side of the kiln. 
(See Pig.  19) . 
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Tho oil distribution and pumping station  is shown in Pig».  20 
and 21. As may be observed,  the oil  is pumped from the auxiliary 
tanks by means of a double-action steam operated pump through 
a  strainer. Two strainers with the necessary gate valve» are 
provided,   in order  that each may be cleaned without interrupting 
the firing operation. The oil then encera the cyllindrical air 
chamber,  which  is used to minimize pump pulsations and thus 
ensui    steady oil flow to the burners.  Prom the air chamber the 
oil goes to the oil preheater. Tnis consists essentially of a 
cyllindrical  steam chamber around a  coil carrying the oil, which, 
after being heated,   is directed to either one of the two kilns 
a» required. A thermometer is  installed  in the  "cross" which 
diatributes the oil either to one kiln or to the other. The 
temperature of the oil is maintained between  100 and 110°C by 

as of a globe valve controlling  the  steam inlet. 

A pressure relief valve must be installed at the hot oil outlet 
to relieve the thermal expansion of the oil into the return line 
in the event that the oil valves on either side of the preheater 
are accidentally closed. 

Since about twice the required amount of oil is being pumped, 
the excess must be returned to the auxiliary tank,  and it» 
pressure must be maintained constant. This is actually done at 
the return end of the installation, which is shown in fig». 22, 
23 and 24. As may be seen, the oil may return from either side, 
depending on whether the left hand or the right-hand kiln is in 
operation,  access to each entrance being controlled by means of 
a gate valve. The line from either kiln is simply joined to the 
syste» by means of G.J.  Unions. A bypass lead» to the pressure 
regulating valve, which is pre-set for the desired pressure 
depending on the type of burner employed,  but is generally 
maintained at around 1 kg/sq.cra. The return line is provided 
with a pressure gauge. From here the oil flows directly into the 
auxiliary tank. 

It will be realized that the installation may be made more simple 
through the use of a lighter,   free flowing oil that would not 
require preheating and that could be delivered to the burners by 
gravity. These oil« are,  however, much more expensive. The 
installation that has been briefly described is a simple unsophl¿ 
tieate one,  suitable for field operation. More complex ana precise 
systems may be devised but they night not always be suitable for 
field operation». 

VII.   PROMOTION OF  BRICK COMSüTtPTION 

The brick's greatest competitor is the sand-cement block ani 
less so the true concrete block. The price structure of these 



products :.r<  r.n  arican  c.nv.l  y wil¡. \.-z  ociua: ¿>A and conclusions 
drawn.  The  fact v. 11 bs   si. ;; 3 aid tb • c n. ich  cm be made of the 
fact that rjp.nu-cemertu blocks  -ire: errrreawly  permeable,  whereas 
clay brick;:,    _n vi   t •     U£  tV;¿   —-LC.O i.   poi a  system are much 
less permeable   and c.-.r. be i-i:-?d \/..t -..out  stuccoing. The experience 
of Liberi?, will ;^e deed.  Fere,     "rcide-cd brick construction« 
have been found uiv-'quolied cd  /a-.   ;.:ì duration,   impermeability 
a,     low cost  is  concern JO,   art.-.pitc;  or   the  lfjendarilly heavy 
rains. 

The fundarme:.-.', .--pro: c,   a    t.„\o ;vo r;t: en  r-.;   .^ick consumption 
will differ aocorüirg  ..c v:ï..*„.->.•::   v. c-r   is o.v   ;:• not a brick 
tradition in  t"..e  •   .< ,¡c. '     SA cov.htr.V3 wi.ih .i brick-making 
tradition,   the pr-^.'*".  j .< nor-:*. c~u.-:G  IG   jne ot resisting and 
3toppiny  the  e/".r,-;i':,-;.'öit; ci"   .-ho  said -cemt-in   block.   In most 
cases this sr-.':..-.c'v ••/•nt  ..-v;  ..--.de possible  ¿jy  deteriorating 
brick quai:.tv.  Tb* r>   u>rje   in  Ihi*-.  rasaa  ir obi'iorts:   The brick 
quality musc he  j-nuco, el ,-t; .i  Ihr consumer •.: attention muet be 
called ag-iii.  tov.-ïrc---  Ih"  -.laviitioi ¿.1 "ir^iey o¿ clay bricks 
as the  ider.l 'yi^frsj  x*.'.erial. '•:.: :í   LP  bs^r   Jene by making 
use of mitr.«3i:'.   i.e. >y erect i.-g.   c:'vori»,.crtîiL structures  for 
use as  show-ces^.'. .   ix.   is al.-o po; ¿it jr   to n-.c.k^ usa of  the 
conventional   m-••(•.,& oí diffusion,   auuh • s  ¿îin?u>   advertising, 
leaflets.,  billbc-urc" ote    v-

,o   or  >-;.£. IT -• _  i'.mix,,,•-.-ant factors in 
promoting tho u:,-?s  oí   cirr,  brick   is *•!>. 1 «s -•  ~v?liability of 
cfocd .nipcr.i.     .•-'.* i-•_ •• i      JL'-.^J.}  •:'• ii".   : r,   :>:tc.-»3   for   erecting 
a  structure c".;.  of .vi..4-2 ..¿/if-ceu. . .. blj. ;s \,v-*; their  thick 
*;alls  rtrû ''••-   i-.*u    ••--;   .«1  * -•..«•    ...cvir .-   jr.! •*:-«,.  .    y   Li-riace 
irregular icy  :.sa\   :. £ hicMe > UüC'ü:,   tv.,  .-:cr~a:.-  ci.  ting,  Conside 
rabie more  «3;<i 12   is req^ln.-d  for   '.r.y I nr»-*.-;-• "r-.l..1.^/ clay blocks. 
However,   U.e  9 - :¿.\t^,=-:-  b.d 1J   i & j..-r.tV«r".   >.   l-.yirg-up  solid or 
oven parlerei ton bricH :^J z\-  nr-*-   to:.  un-, ve,rod. 

or  the mosí. .iiívr.e;¡''   LOM..a .,. ;-r .voting brirk  consumption 
is  to crs_n.   ar   tbe  Eir*"   ni-   «..   <-?»*ffir : ent i iscns.  During a 
Mission in Lib-..1 jr.,   Sic  inetr.j.cc,   it V:*íí  found that the decreate 
in consumption,   im. pi te of t.V: hig.-i catee.,! in which brick 
atructuree wer-   h île t « :.r^,  -..„j  üJC   ,;   -he lack of good masons 
and consequently ¿«i-in  1 fiber cori*, in laying. 

It is necessary,    Uw-tferd,   :.o orgnnizr: bri • .'c-iaying courses. 
Frequently it i>v*a pays  to sait«, ay i tabic c-ndidates for  training 
in foreign count* 4 es with a ni<jhiy developed brick-laying tradi- 
tion.  Several  count:- lea,   such as  Sweden,   Dor.1n.1rk etc.  offer 
bricklaying  raurce«   for mppons from developing countrie« and 
advantsgs should he takk-n of  th¿ee  facilities. 

In countries lith  no rxickmaking tradition,   the promotional 
approach v.ill vary according t.o whether  it is directed towards 
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the urban population or towards rural areas. 

fSr^iS1***1 °£.^rg?r Citie8' Where a 8ub"tantial market 
ÍTLÍ t      "!y 3Usti£y ifc' a more or less mechanised brickwork, 
might have been erected, must probably with governmental 
financing or with  substantial governmental help,  or it might 
have been decided to supply the existing need from one or 
•aver.     handicraft,   but rationalized brick yards,   initiated 
for that purpose.  The promotion cf brick consumption will take 
the form of persuasion through leaflets,  billboards,  cinema 
üí?*£     !    9 !tC* Again'   the P0"«««! •"•<* of mimesis  should 
not be forgotten and the persuasive power of an experimental 
liíT^! «rected for advertising purposes is not to be under- 
estimated. The establishment of Credit Unions for brick usera, 
sponsored by the Government will also be a powerful promotional 
Saw??/1* proa,otional aPP~l-  **• accent will be on permanence, 
durability,  economy,  better  "livability- and perhaps aesthetic 

In rural areas, the promotion of brick consumption will be 
intimately associated with their production,  in other words a 
brick manufacture must first be introduced. Even here, therefore, 
tha government's assistance is indispensable. Details of the 
promotional campaign may vary from one country to the other 
according to its social organiaation, civil administration 

!K^?Î
U
Î* !tC; ^fc'   in any caBe a grou* o£ c2AV bric* "•pwialist" ahould be trained to enable the» to visit rural area and demons- 

trate the manufacture of brick and their superiority to other, 
•oro traditional but less satisfactory building materials. What 
one should finally aim at would be to have a  "building materials 
•Socialist" attached to every chief of district,  province or 
department. He would be trained to give advice to prospective 
builders, teach simple brickaaking techniques etc. 

finally,  a simple manual, outlining in a simplified form   the 
manufacture of field brick, their uses and advantages, could be 
prepared for us« by rural teachers, who would then be able to 
awaken in their pupils the consciousness of brick construction 
as a symbol of permanence and value. The United Hâtions Technical 
Assistance Organisations are well prepared to assist the govern- 
ments of member states in this task. 

VIII.   IMPACT OF STANDARDIZATION 

in the development of clay brick and even in improving the 
quality, both dimensional and quality standards are of suprema 
importance. Quality standards. Standard Specif lestions and 
Standard tasting methods should be established as soon as 
possible. While adopting quality standards existing in developed 
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countries appears to possess a great deal of attraction, blind 
acceptation is  seldom advisable.  Quality standards existing in 
other countries must be revised with a critical eye in order to 
make them conform to the realities and needs of the country. 
Absurdly high quality standards existing in European countries 
may not be necessary in some African countries because of clime 
tic,   structural and other differences. 

On the other hand extremely heavy and prolongea rainfalle 
prevailing in some African countries may require different 
quality standards for exposed,   that is unrendered brickwork. 
What is needed is a considerable amount of common sense, 
because too rigid standards may become an obstacle rather than 
a tool. 

Dimensional standard!station is,   of course,  almost a necessity 
in any attempt at improvement,  it ie not uncommon that briok 
of different sizes are manufactured simultaneously in a given 
country, while these differences are usually due to different 
social and political oackgrounds,   it is indispensable that a 
mutually compatible and complementary size series be adopted. 
Again a great deal of common sense is necessary and it is not 
always advisable to adopt dimensional standards used in other 
countries. However,  regional preferences must be taken into 
consideration. 

In sons countries where a smaller, and from many standpoints 
unsuitable brick size has been used for generations,  it might 
be unwise to insist on a more logical, but to the local 
consumer   (and mason)  uncommon and often unwieldy larger 
standards, while insisting at the same time on introducing 
modifications in the making technique. 

On taa other hand, when it is a question of introducing a 
manufacture of hollow clay tilea into a country where 
previously only sand-cement blocks have been manufactured, 
care must be taken to adopt sisea that will be complementary 
or interchangeable with those of the competing cement block. 
At all times, however, a range of sises to be introduced must 
»e logical and the individual tile sizes interchangeable for 
a given wall thickness. «••»*• *o* 

While, therefore,  dimensional standardisation is important 

^ÎÎLfTdinmtion bTOO«* increasingly »ore important as the 
«Üí^üh   ^P*;nt/dWnc#i to aor# «o**1** •*•*••• *>*a** coordination, the basis of which is the modul of lo om (ldm) 
is relatively easy to apply in the manufacture of hollow tile» 
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il toruîï%S °f ««itioMl air.  th. cheape.t way to do it 
it to usa directly tha product, of corabu.tion. Thi. i. ealv „L 

S•ír ¿îïh r.n COntaKn t0° mUCh  8Ulph"r-  Otharwi.n^X v.iff h red £irin9 bricks as  the sulfuric acid-lsd.nTTÍ 
TAI oí Sí*? hi9hdW p0lBt- AlB° -rrosion"fatÍa ^líc parta of th. dryers is then frequent, with oil. high in sulrZr 

•^«ícT.ñ?? °    T**"? the heat iraput is not «tiliaed in than as efficiently a. in dir.ct fired in.tallations. 

V.   KILNS AUD  FURHACES 

íír^t¿fi!Püki?? th?.ch~P"t a«d »implmut kiln for firing brick 
tl ~ ÏLtL•«•"; Thi8 i§ the "clamPM which **iuira. no ftralaf 
" f^2 ^ fl" **  8tarted At Propagate, it.eli until all ST 
S^LlJ^T^'J^ retUlt8'  unf^tunately are «o.tly in tto 
ctetL^L^ thr?U9h it- agent" °f "ind and »**ther    The conatruction of a clamp i. a difficult art requiring auch .xn.ri.nr. 
and in »oat ca... th# proportion of ^ Ld^rfirKÍS 

ÜÜÍIÍ4r^cor*- «»i« uiidarfired anali nay be up to 1 « thick 
oT^!?.^ "• ^lieVCd tobt *• to *• fctPthat cLSln ¿art. of th« claap .tart to -draw- batter than other.. This increased 

VÀI 2L      Jf1 î"* ftts1"* th# brick and Mh togathar in a worthT 
ÍKT-ÍÍ!? * * 0*n oray *• c*u,ed bv • vertical aplit in w*a eotting a. a con.equenc. of faulty hacking. 

Tï\îî^? reproeonte a eenaidorable advance ovar tha claw. 
£L w aîî"* plAe* ""^ 1#M u **ft h#r# *°* th« *<** <* natura. 
rrf     tcat *** "•* P***** cloaa to another but .paca ia left 
#l!r?! ÎÎÎ^ÎÎÎ^i?1 *° flciUt**« circulation. Tha important 
a^JLe^ ^Î^\?î# ***** iBt° b^*Q" o£ th* ••"*••. «• 
ÍÍ^ÜÜií * ****• kilBt ln(i ••»•cidllf tha setting pattasaa 
^ï^m!T%M Jm.0mm oowt*y to *»©«iar, •specially according 
*« tM type of fuel available, one of the «oat important faaturaa 
ia tha oontruction of tha firsboxe.. ^^ *•»«»•• 

?V*** f******4«1* country where coconut hu.k. were used a. fuel 
I »»*• baan able to develop a vary auceeeaful conatruction 
pattern. Mare tha fireboxes ware nina courses high and about 
SO on wide on cantara of approximately 1.50 a. Tha conatruction 
and aatting pattarne that ware gradually evolved amy be obeerved 
ia FifP. U, 12 and 13. The setting pattern is intricata for tito 
f it at «ino courses aa flue, nu.t bo laft for circulation and tha 
conatruction nust bo «table enough to r.sist overheating. After 
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and to what is now callad »a larga brick". However,  difficultiaa 
ha/a ariaen dua to tha fact that 15 and 25 cm walla ara widaly 
uaadwith acceptable results, since modular coordination is aaid 
to be a system of addition and not one of subdivision,  the use 
of 15 and 25 cm walls involves halving the modul which is not 
an ideal solution. 

Evan machine-made full or perforated brick may be aucceaafully 
modulated aa long as the width remains equal to 1 M.  Ita thick- 
ness may also be made equal to 1 M. thus satiafying 'Jie require 
went that it should be possible to vary the height of structu-"" 
res by increments of one Modul. The length will then be either 
2 to 3 M. with scoring for easy splitting the 2 M or  3 M sises 
to produce lMxlMxlM pieces as required. The result then 
are bricks 290 x 9o x 90 mm,  19o x 9o x 90 mm or 290 x 140 x 
90 un or 190 x 140 x 90 mm. The first two sizes are quite handy 
aa they are easily grasped by one hand. The second two are leaa 
convenient for one hand application as the 140 mm  (1-2 M) width 
is not so easy to grasp with one hand. And,  of course,  the modu 
lation principle is not strictly applied in the two last ~ 
mentioned sisea aa they involve splitting a modul. 

rig. 27 shows two types of modulated bricka, designed by the 
United Mations Experimental Housing centre in Lima,  Peru and 
now in full production. The brick are extruded each with two 
thin cores so that by splitting they produce smaller but equally 
modulated units one and two modula long. 

Considerably more difficulties are encountered when one tries 
to modulate hand-made brick, in the first place the 1 M  (90 am) 
thickneas required by the fundamental modular principle ia 
excessive for fu*l brick and is likely to cauae problems in 
drying and firing, one half of a modul   (45 mm) will made the 
brick too thin and therefore too expensive. Furthermore a 3 M 
length by 1 M width ia also not quite i litable for a hand made 
brick. 

nevertheless,  the 1 modul thick brick 2 M x 1 N x 1 K ii being 
successfully produced under the direction of the Capital Project 
Circle for the construction of the new capital city of the state 
of Sujarat where ultimately 5§o million of them will be used 
o^er a period of five years. 

Xt amy well be remarked here that the German so-called 
"Meramlforemt" or simply MF 240 x 115 x 71 mm is a very 
satisfactory brick. Thia ia, however,  not a strictly modulated 
brick being baaed on the principle that four stretchers plus 
tha corresponding mortar jointe equal one meter. 
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Raauming than, on« may aay that caraful thought and much 
invastigation it raquirad before a ayatara of modular coordina 
tion ia accaptad,  aapacially in oountriaa Which pradorainantly 
dapand on handicraft manufactura for thair supply of brick. 
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these first nine courser, a simple pattern of two and half headers 
over as many stretchers is used. Bonding of superposed brick ia 
important for etability reasons, with coconut husks the right 
altitude was found to be 29 course followed by a flat coursa with 
the necessary flues ana finally M layer of earth. These kilns nay 
be naturally built infinitely long, one simply adds more fireboxes. 
The more, the better. In practice, the length of the kiln is 
linú J by the economic potency of the nrickmaker. In «on« 
countries tha setting is not suirounded by an oataide wall of 
underfired brick but the kiln is only scoved, that is daubed over 
with wet mud. This is a foolish way to economize as the relatively 
thin (one stretchei) cut< r shell -..àtei i ally increase« the output 
c£ good quality brickn. ha  to the fuel consumption, with coconut 
husk we used about 500 !:cal pex kg of brick. When coal is used« 
grates have to be Ueed. The 3ize of the fireboxes and the setting 
height will a] so depend on the nature of the. coal, it« length of 
flame etc. 

In the United States large amounts of bricks are fired in scove 
kilns, fired these days mostly by oil. Here the kiln» are extremely 
large - containing at time as many as one million brick. They are 
jp to 40 courses high and there may be a3 many as 20 fireboxes. 
(arches). The width is usuaJly about 60 stretchers. For oil firing 
the arches must be considerably enlarged and the best width is 
equal to three stretchers and the height about 13 courses. The 
setting pattern varies somewhat but a very successful one »ay be 
appreciated in Figa. 14, 15 and 16. As amy be observed« the 
rotting pattern during the first 13 cou.cses consists of a number 
of pillars one stretcher wide made more stable by alternating 
I-etidf.re and stretchers in successive courses. There are free 
spaces corresponding tc one brick's thickness between individual 
pilars to allow the combustion gases to distribute themselves 
evenly through the whole setting. Also to prevent them fro« short- 
cute >g, the fourteenth course directly above the fireboxes it 
corbelled ovar entirelly. This torces the gases to divide and to 
flow to either side instead of rising straight up, thus contribut- 
ing towards a better distribution of heat. One important feature 
of the oil-fired kilns is the middle partition wall or baffle 
built from fired brickr,, in order to avoid the interference of 
the opposite burners. The consumption of heat in these large oil 
fired kiln varies with the type of clay and with the hardness 
of the product desired. The lowest consumption is said to be 
340 kcal per kg of brick, the highest reported so far is 850 keel. 
•j'he quality is, in most cases excellent. 

The beauty of the large 3cale scove brick kilns is that it can 
be set mechanically by fork lift trucks or even by overhead 
cranes. This is an important consideration. When the expenditure 
of manpower is analysed, it is frequently found that the opere* 
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left in th« Th. slot» generally correspond to one brick" wiStt 
ì„H.r F""* aC interva^ of 1% stretcher. They »re «.fm£S 
built underground .t such a depth that the top of Se «eh« * 
coincide with the outside ground level. "che. 

'my fuel may be used but as usuai    wii-h *.»»'•      .4. •   .. 
sable. Tn.floor  inside the xilT^ÌSL^^^SLTì/SÌSa 
off by means o£ rammed earth and sand. levelled 

A 
as 
tîon ^TÎK' ""fV an;' ingenuity is displayed in the construe 
tion of thefe kilns. The ,,ide wails are built in <-he form oí 
"hru»t Tie*ì "CheS •-»"y stressed  to take% tSÍi, 
.hrust    There is an ample tiring chamber in the lower parrot the 
*1Jn    frequently „nuer ground,  «nd , thick perforated «ch iLZT 

fL*ino ch^h /UPPÜr" !he brÍCk tD he fireü- *»» »eight of t£ filing chamber  is considerable,   certainly to avoid any direct 
impingement of the üM,, on  it. This is\ vise precaution « 

-Íor^vLr3^"^  £r0m the '— «I«"«»« «*»Y oxhioït ng T 
ga!      !a..1hrôuahnthr:nn   "  ^ Ï"" beÍ"9 £i"d- Tha «->"tion it        ^!    through the Hues  in these arches  into the brick lattina 

-he firing time up to 12 days. 

U'hc Bull»6 Rin<| Kxln 

'•L;T«íaní ^J^0*"«* in th« firing of brick is the Bull's 
?JZ    0 fvr "* '  S° ext«n»iv«iy used in India. Approxia»t*ly 
S2t    .ïï*^: rePOrted t0 b# in lotion. Sevraflsl^r^ xist,  «11 of them variation on a ßingle theme with a greater or 

anular SET f ff*1?'1«"«»- «•••«tilly they are íooíl.r. 
Vi"Ü .Ï í •«!*••* form the Bull's ring kiln consist, 
of an anular space roughly 6 meters wide and 2.5 to 3 »«tors deeo, 
*"t ?!!d^y ^ concent*^ wall, variously thick. The insidi a«7 
outside diameters are usually 35 and 48 meters respectively. SOM 
.is».., however,   for economy', sake,  the anular spaceis partly 



SS SL Lt l9 OUnd and the requil,d hei*nt computed by brick, 
wide   Ì?*w H        

0Ong^,: 0£ tWO î«"11«!  "renche." soi.« ï meter. 
aí ootn en£      ? °Ut °fthe 9rOUOd ot buiit £rora br*<*,  connect at both end.,   Urns acquiring the shape of a very elongated »o». 

•erie. of concentric stacks  following the shïpe of the kiln 

Ä i."• T ?tlt •lt»"»"»* headers anf.tret^«" ¿h.ir 
tnf» for tZ "rat!her acr°" «<• «>«„ are 7 en, space. blttW 
a«i^    Í        fe traVel-   In the final thrae C°»"H th. brick 

cot*'d with a r ",rntÍ?UOUS COVer-  ^st^'   *"e whole i. 

ìnl.ìÌl\l "* ar8 le£t in the "I*6'  lav« to provide op2£ ing» for the access of iuel. *^ 

M'í^ÜÍÍ/*^"
9
 

in the 'cUn•, anuJLar «P*« i« divided into 
to¡ to bottoü! •V"",'* "»•« *"» impers which reach fro» 
P!?*        !* completely seal one section from another 
Each section contains 18.000 brick. 9« x 4-V  x 3- or 20Z¿o 

ge^r'nv^o W 9 * V"- *"« >^« Win may £v. o£°b»t generally two chimneys placed directly over the brick «.i-i-Tn- 

the" Sr.PU!P°" rad"U* di»>*>"° long^dinít sîotï ar. Í3¿ in 

boxe^n'enuf   , ""?* " form6d h* «ungated .h-t-iro» boxe. (p.enum), approximately 2.4 m by 60-70 cm, who.e «id.. 
merge into the cylindrical nan- „i ..v. •. ,_ wno«" •"•• Kn.7n ~- )» À,  '-yxl-'-nazxc*i P»'t of ths .tack,  generally also 
%2~* ti"' In more «ophi'tioated design, the .tack i. 

inside wall of the kiln. Again there are  28 to 29 of such 
£» •"í? di'tributed flu, openings, Hormally they conU.t of 
n^r £ It    "VT"1 fJP-ni^'-  «- « th. tetti  t£ «coSd 
co^e      tíePkrL..e \imiti"9 kilnwa11- *»•• "oriiontax"^ 
w!î?   Jkïî! ïi t^'lì0* With a "oriental «haft within the 
^ìh,!- ?        r0U,hly *> e" ,,ïuare- ,rh* »°V»*>1' «tack 1. positioned ovar it. 

!Lí». *^!<     ^ 0"' "f""'  'o"»«« by a 1.2o o. high 
Î?2Î LM< í'f"1?* tr""ití<M> Pi«« »nd finally a 12 m,t¿l 

wfL Í*ÍÍÍ   bOU" P1*'' th* ttpP" «yUindrle.1 p." of Î/S" 
black .heet iron. li i. reports to cost about OS »270 and to 
¿T«L'^a' B*ttet,.kiln« tav« *«• «fck..  on. ovar ^1«^*. 
Sí ÎÏTc^v°n!r th\~"id« «»" of the kiln. Furth.r-o"C. 
th. .tack, may be mounted on wheels to facilitate their .hifiin, 
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As to the firing openings,   they are distributed on K«^<»I   K 
and there are  five lines for each section o¿ " te ^ 
11 opemng. uniformly distributed over the kiln-Hidth    IL? 
rows of holes are fed at the 8Sme time and the .peea of "Ja•, 
^e^'W 1ÍneS eaCh " hou"- The <*»*«* «H UfteHnd the «tack advanced to the next position as soon a    tne ai.îTnc. 
between it and the near»**  f,'».^« V^T aiatance rows. nearest firing hole m operation drop, to 11 

The  fuel is coal and the feeding manual;   the  firing dearee i. 
judged by the brightness of the brick in tha kiïn^six firemen 
SÍ oSSÍ^ the/\üi-ient °* <*  W0.00 oer montn,   ire ÍÍp^.d. 
The completion  of the wholo cxrcle,   which will produce  560 - sSo 
thousand brick  depends BO»awhat on the reason.  ?t is  said to £ka 
20 days m April-May and as loner as  3o days  in November    Th! £•? 

ss^r v:*y fom 275 to 45°kcai per kg of bricter
Evr

£ucl 
allowing tor the fact thac the coal or rice husks added to the 

riní kiïn^bLteiSOme ^ *" fUeI «"»«P"« makes th^U's 
¿Un cìrJ^i  eCOn0ray com^rabie to that of the normal Hoffmann 
kiln, certainly a most remarkable accomplishment. The firing 
umfornty is also quite good. «ring 

The Annular Kiln 

^8ÜerÍ!?- the,p0or fuel ^0•*y obtained in most periodic kiln. 
the invention of the annular continuous kiln revoluzioni.Il briä 
making in Europe. The original annular kiln was conceivifby 

ftX^í^HOffrari in 18Gi in a round fo•' "hi<* appeared logici at that time. what was probably later considered asTnuiianS S. 
the neces.ity of setting wedge-shaped chamber, at all tiÜi l£ 

than along the outer wall. The design was then soon changed to 

ir o îîïïi!î*' 80 Ti Ìfc nOW consjstad of two parallel tunnel. 
•!líí!í ,COnneCted at each nd hy •«¿circular part, of the 
same dimraension.. it may be appreciated that the neces.ity of 
^r^L*!?6:?1^ chambeiS P«r.i.ted in these semicircular 
part, of the kiln. To eliminate them entirely, the semicircular 
communication part, wore changed to .traight ones. Thi. helped 
to uniformise the .etting but created new problem, due to tha 
varí «i!*L ì°"*.Kf the *ases i" the.e part.. Furthermore, tha 
war. placed in the right angle part, of the kiln were consistently 
undarfired. A partial remedy con.isted in building tha communica- 
ting end-parts of the kiln narrower while conserving tha height 
of the main gallery. To avoid loss of velocity in than« tha 
setting in there was kept more open. The final development than 
is that of two much smaller communicating flue* that ara kept 
free of ware entirely. ^ 



The Zig-zag Kiln 

The development of the Zig-zag kiln constitutes a considerable 
deviation from the form of the original annular kiln. Here the 
direction of the galleries is being consistently changed by 
making them turn at a right angles. The setting in the connect 
ing parts of the kiln is usually kept more open or is left out 
entirely. The width of the galleries in the Zig-zag kiln is 
usually smaller because the expansion of the crown is not so 
easily taken up as in the normal annual kiln. The number of the 
chambers in a Zig-Zag kiln is always divisible by 4 so that 
the number of transitions is N-2 for N number of chambers. Due 
to the fact that at each transition the direction of flow is 
changed by 180° a stronger draft is necessary for best opera- 
tion. This may be the main reason why fans are more frequently 
used in connection with this type of kiln than with any other. 
With a draft in the neighborhood of 35 mm W.G. speeds of travel 
in the range of 12 meters in 24 hours have been reported. With 
60 mm W.G. even advances of 24 to 30 meters. Such rates of fire 
travel naturally lead to lower fuel consumptions. In view of the 
arrangement of the individual chambers, less heat is lost by 
conduction as the heat of one chamber is always at least partially 
communicated to the next chamber. The chief deffect of the Zig- 
Zag kiln is of constructional nature. The vaulting of the transi- 
tion part is always less stable and consequently maintenance 
expenses may be higher. The dimmensions and some other characte- 
ristics of annular kilns are given in the following Table 1. 

Other modification of the original annular kiln are the Transverse 
Arch Continuous kiln and the Belgian kiln. The transverse arch 
kiln is said to allow better control than the barrel arch one. The 
Belgian kiln differs from the Hofmann kiln by being grate fired 
thus allowing higher temperatures to be obtained. The kiln is 
described as follows: (Trans. Brit. Cerara. Soc. 41, 209, 1941-42). 
"The ¿irst sections of the kiln chambers are not set with ware but 
form the grates on which fuel it, generally fired fro« the wicket. 
The grate is usually composed of refractory slabs space 1 over the 
primary-air flue which runs beneath the floor and across the 
width of the chamber. Primary-air inlets are just outside the 
wicket openings. A short vertical continuation of the primary-air 
flue is built into the centre wall and communicates with the 
main flue via * bell-damper control thus the flue first servas 
as a chamber flue for withdrawal of steam and waste gases before 
the chamber comes into the firing zone and then it is used to 
distribute primary air through the fuel bed". 

Although the essential features of the annular Hoffmann kiln are 
simple, complications are introduced in cases requiring the us« 
of clean hot air from the cooling chambers for the drying and 
water smoking of freshly set ware. A separate system of flues 
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i« highly desirable. the above «Y^ts* 

Most Hoffmann kilns are fired i• •ai  *.^ 
must be controlled    But it it!?A        ,        8i*e *radin9 °* which 
workina *v»n5î?f Z  \ depend somewhat on the particular woncing conditions of the kiln.  The arain  .<»* -i     ÍÜ    **rucuwr 

that of fine powder to about  3  to 6 mm    5h! Ï- Uld rÄng# £rom 

u»ed always more and more. automatic stoker, are 

m«9buUtUfor8 rtLu^ioToldhTA^ *ì di"erent WOrt'« "1U> 
water s^ing.  tL^ofxX^r^L?Z A"" *— *» 

Empty 
Reserve Zore 
Cooling z_ie 
Firing Zone 
Drawing Zone 
Water Smoking Zone 

Total 

3 
2 
6 
3 
4 
2 

chambers 
chambers 
chambers 
chambers 
chambers 
chambers 

20 chambers 

The firing holes are arranged in rows of three to four oer row 
The fire «one may comprise nine to eighteen holes. ^      °"' 

orUr£íe£ W¿th°Uu COal may U8e ^cultural wastes such as coconut 
tíeíi^nt'of oiÌTlV" e8*«cia^ -itab** on atSunT 
Thlií £?*?!, nd because of the soft flame they produce. 
liltl ÎT! ^V\arOUnd 3-5°° kcal *** k*' wood to.VEST 
h*Í£ «-Ír0n,„4000 to 500° but the moisture content is usuall/verv 
high thus depressing the amount of heat obtainable froTit * 

£¡ ?ííinaro£Lr!;e8e kilnï Wil1 be dealt with in «» »•** chapter, 
etñ •í £* 2        ! P*rticular problems and it may be .aid that it 
Tn JEL ^ T fr0ni the top* The beit «rangement i. unde^iirin« 
fL^ 15 S"   ïrnîrS fire into a firebo* located toneaS tíe       ^ 
ÎÎ^Slï evi! J**"**" to whicb it is connected by m^nTot^mdmm 
to cSíña!Hr.¿8 enpí°ye? th« Position of the exhaust flu..*•?' 
ÄL    h        combustion ga.e. may short-cut to the flue-ope« 
«2.Í2Í7ÍÍ9   Î   UPPer Part °£ th* kiln underfir«d- The second     * 

Í£?J    « flaire i. used there is always the danger of local over- 
ttiì»\T;1?^ «"»tri«, will have little use for geTfir^ 
unless brickplants are located near an oilfield. ^ 



Fu«l Conwimptlon nf Annual y<in. 

Fu.l con.umption will be influenced mostly by the rata oí w«rn„„ 
the kiln,  a order to obtain .at,.f»ctory rat« Ôf «riña «a    ^ 
lowe.t fuel con.umption. the kiln must have a .utticUn? number 
of chamber.,   th. lea3t „umber being 18  to  2o.  SÄrtS» 

"%-:: ä^-^ - — -*1- *• «~ - 

to-na^r^^o^M^f srv^r»ss^'ass. 
Se.^rfer ::rt^ '"- o», r i.rbrtL^or" 

7^ y are Provi<*ed per chamber at least l* +•« OR — 
widths  should be allowed.   (Trans. Brit    c^ram    ÌZ \î    £,  5,?1 
1941-42). i**««, arie,  ceram.  Soc. 41,   207-217 

Under normal conditions and fire t-ravai   **,-.  *.    i 
not be over 32o *cal wr ka 5 £ríí!    Ì th;.fuel co«»u»ption should 
lftnAO„      •*  J*u KtBA P«r Kg of brick at a  firina tannar m «•«.,•»• Ä* 
1000-C. Th. amount of wast, heat that may be wi?hdT!wTír»í\£Í 
cooling chamber, i. approximately 60 kcaï ¡£r £* teicí 

The Car Tunnel Kiln 

S^ALlSi* i! ^ ?" WOra in th« lon» ^.lop..„t of »liai ruing kilns.  It is strangeto observe that its i ««.»«•<„. 
precede, that of the Hoffmann kiln by some twenty year".? 

Exeep;; in the U.S. the car  tunne"1 kiln its  ««1,*• „.^ ..     .. 

ilïïSSÎ ^ Pr0dUOt —«-^n^ nib""»:    "r..^ï* 
¿riîtaSr "on the increa8e- ^ ""in adv"t"- n?* 

(1)  High fuel economy 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

Lower labor cost in setting 
Ease of operation 
High quality output 
Easy incorporation into an efficient 
factory set-up 




